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. ' - . --·-·-·-- ( I . , . 
· ·-- --psyc~ological literature relating the · presence of an~iety to., ,. ... . 
<> 
... . 
. l -· . . . /' . ···t. f ' 
&..(· ··- - • . ..:: ~~- ;· · rapid, ~· shallow respiration. A three session .breathing .therapy.-:~~ .. t"· 
program was compared ,to an attenti9n contr~l program on .a j 
number of ~elf-rep~r~ anp psy<?b~p~ysiolo?ical ·va~i~l~~-·- · _ The 
' . ' . ~ -. 
' 
' 
research ~sign was a pretest-postte_st control ·group desii;n· •. __ _ 
Subject,s c,onsisted .o~ 18 self_-referred·, hi~hly anxious ad®;~~1, - ~---....... ~ 
. . . :r.-'~~:--\-:.·,.· · , . 
.matc:;,qed · . for -' s~x and age, and · random~y _as.signed ·to , on·{~J :-<'tit.e . · , ·. 
two conditions. · Both group~ .met for thre~ • . hour-long, ~~t,j~mall _ ·. . :: 
' · -. " . . f 
.' group (n=3) sessitms. The breath1ng ' therapy _program consisted · 
•' 
of · teaching slow, . abdominal respiration as ~ ~elaxation 
tec~n~~-and:.Cop-I-n~ ~e~ ice ~ . .'~'he -attention : con~roJ c~nd 1 t iotL_.,..·_· ---'--~, 
consisted qf qroup .discussi'on · and seif-relaxat~or\ . All' 
subjects_ under~ent t~~ labora1ory s~ssions, .four weeks apart=, · 
' ' , ...._ ~ , ~ I • 
·during which . resp~rati~n, cardiac, and skin conductance 
measure's were. obtained. Both· ·tonic. physiologicai a<;:tivity.~· 
' ' ' ' . " ' ·. .. 
. over ~hree peri_ods (baseline, anticipation, and recovery), and · 
specific responses · . t~ ' a stressor (loud noise) ~ere assessed: 
Analys~s were undertaken to determine· between · ~oup 
""' 
· diff~rences . on all . -measur,es. Repeated mea~ures analyses .·of 
. . ' ~ 
; 
variance" revealed breathing therapy to ' be signif1c~ntly . mor• 
~ffect1~~ tha~ · the ' at~ention ~~n~r~l program i~decre~sing; 
• ~ • ' · " <'! 
(a) i"'~spiraticjn .rate, ~nd (b) two · self·repo~t· measures ot 
• • • • • • .. 6 Q 
anxiety . . . ·.Limitltions, implications, a_nd· contributio~is of this 
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. Relationship~ betwee~ m~~t~l·-~ states and re1pir~ion -have 
· beeri hoted for - . a long time, back to the ancient belie~ 
' 
: ... ~_. .... 
. ':~.;~ 
. . .. ·.~ 
. ~ , 
. 
. ·~· ,. 
.. 
' 
the diaphragm was the center of the sou~. 
.. _.. - -- . 
In the scientific 
---· · . 
'"literature many . studies are: repor~ed r.elating respiratory-· · 
~ c:;T<wz-i ~ ' ~ , . • • -
·patterns with variables such as pe~sonality (Alexander & Saul, 
. . . .. / '.. ' .. 
. 1940; · .Skarbek,· 1970); problem-s'olving ability · (COlla & 
. . . . I . .. . 
Antonovitch, . 1_9-29) ~ life situations (Jacobs, Spilken,. Norman, 
• . I k 
& Anderson, · 1970) , : and · emotion.~ (Cohen, Goodenough, . Witkin, 
Oltma~, Go~ld, &· ~c~ul'~an, 1975~/ Dudley~, Holmes,. Martin, .· & 
.Ripley, · 1963; Felel<y, 1916; RJessler, B~uch, Thum, & 'ColTrris, . 
1975; . Stevenso~· · &! • ~ley·/ i 952) ·.- P~:Ob~'ly the best 
·established and most oft-n studied relat~onship is ·between 
anxiety and respirationi:·. ~at such- a conn~ction ~ exists· is 
supported . by man¥fine of evidence .from che~ical studies to 
'.case reports. . There ident:e, dis,c;:ussed . below!.,.~s.tronqly ' 
suppor~s the relati nship between rapid, shallow, ~rreqular 
------ . . , r·'· .. 
breathing and anxiet . ~ 
. Despite . supp/rt for' thi's relationship, there is 
i~cfnclus~v~ -t,e-~ d~~ce that by co~sciously al~erinq _' o~e's 
pattern of res lration (i.e-., brea~inq. slowly, .·d~eply, and I • . ·re~lar~~) ·. e · can· effect a decrease in _ anxi~ty\~~' Alt~~ugh 
infbrmation from several sources s~ggests this may be\ a most 
! ~ . ,' . . \ . 
useful , ~ chnique in decreasing tension~ carefully controlled 
,. \ 
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Breathing Patterns. -Somatic arousal (increas~d heart 
rate, muscular . tension, !aster respiration, etc.) is 
co~com!tant with subjective !eeli~gs of anxiety. This arousal 
is usually considered a manifest_ation of an underlying anxiety 
- , - . -
. state. Specifically, high ~nxiety has \ consistently been 
asso~~ated vi~ ra~id and -shal~ow respiration, (Dalessio, 1978; 
Da~as -Mora, yrant, Kenyon, Patel, & Jenner, i976·; taulkner_, 
1941; Mart(n, ~ 196~; ~ Suess, .Alex~nd~r-, . S!Dith, Sw~~~ey, & 
Marion, 1980) ._ . As well, many studies have demonstrated that 
. / . : . -
. respiratory/pat~erns o! people labeled "anxiety neurotics" ' are 
·-- . . , ---- .. . 
consis:"\nfly differen~. from . th~se. of c:.."n~ls" (Ch~i!l:tie" 
193~; / Clausen, _1951; · Feleky, 1~16; 'Malmo & Shagass, 1949; 
. . 
Sutherland, W~l~, & Kennedy, 1938). 
Using a recfot;dit:t9' spirometer·, Chri~tie (1935) found that 
• J . 
those . p~tients~ _.-'with -a clinical diagnosis of anxiety .neurosis 






- c~ntr.ol ·groups were described, and this pattern of respiration ___ _ 
was also found ln-advancea emphys~JDa .. ,_ 
. . ,- . . .. 
1Utilizing. a _pneumographic. recording techniqUe· ··in- groups 
. . - -- · :o 
o~, normal and -neuroti~ subjects, vlausen (~9Sl) _ re~orded 
. - ~ ~ . 
· tH )~acic and abdominal respir:-atory movements - · 'on five 
. 
subsequent days. Mea~ure~ subjected to an~lysis · co~sisted of 
- .,-
r~~ir.ation rate -and inhalationjexhalatiop ~atios for both 
·thorax and abdomen. 'It was . found that neuroti~ breathed more. 
- . 
.rapidly and ~bowed more 
· normals. -· 
Sutherland et al·. 
• "*.· 
irregularity w_i t~n sessions than· 
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- 1 f~om hundreds ~f clinic~l~y - diaqnosed ~~uro~ic ahd ~srch~~lf · 
patients which differed .from those of normals. Th~ abdominal ~ . 
. . ' . ' ... .. . . 
1 Page_3 
recor.ds are chara~terized by irregularities in res !ration and 
/ 
~ i . 
. ' ' 
by periodic gasps ~h11 : si'ghs·. 'J;hey call · •thea- ~ec~rdings · c-1 
-
"fingerprints" of mental ~tates because recording taken three -
to twenty-eight days _apart duplicated ea(;h other with gr_,_at . 
.i .... ·· ' .. • ~ 
~recision, a~~ as clinic~l . sta~us improved, respiratory 1 





.. --patterns tend~d- · to approach normality. 
, . I . • • 
·Malmo and Shagass (19~9) fou~d· . respir~tory response to 
. . 
· painful sti'futtli to b~ · much . greate~. · .as · det~ mi~ed by the ' · : .. 
._. ~ 
amount of deviation 
<rrre~lar1~1 scores), 
from prestimulu·s · · respira ion pattern · .. . 
D ·. . 
in anxious " patients t an ·rn either . 
n~rmals o~ sch~zophreni'~s . . ·.-., ~ . . 
. - . . 
Lum (197$·~ personal commqnication) teports h~ving: done . 
. . \ .. . . . . 
impedance' spirometric analyses and blood carbon d oxide levels' 
. . . 
. . . 
on more· ~an ·2~ /~f~·ents suffering from anx ety. , .states. , 
ImPedance ~pirometry allows one to m~asure vario s asPectS of 
• respir~tii . such as r)!:e, · rhyt~and ~1>orac;1C- movement by 
recording vol~e changes between pairs of ·elect . ~des.appfied -~ 
' ~· ' . . t. . .. " . . 
to .tlJe,-chest wall. Results · ~ave shown ~n .·· abnorm 1 · br~athing 
pattern to be univelrial. in th~se ·Cases, · ~ha~acterized ~ 
p~~dom£nan1< use of the thorax: .lii:tl~ diaph':aqmatfc mOvpnt." ·. 
irregular volume, ·and f~equent. sighs ·.~ :'~< abnc;»rina, ly ~o~ l~eJ 
, of carbon dioxide is "also reported .to occur in .. the majoritv o'f 
. - - . . . .. . I ·. ... . 
_ thoracic breathers .. Unfortunately~ critfl!r'ia .· for ~he diagnQSiL- .. 
- - · I 
of "anxiety s_tates" ar~ .not specified clearly.· us ·resulta ·· 
.. -~ 
~ay . only be 'applicabl'e to those suffering ' from at»errant 
. . :\. -
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· ~ 
'n!ese studies support the contention t~a.t somatic arousal 
·.. ~ . 
·as r~fl~ct~ ~y respirati·on il!l an imp<?:tant characteristic 0 f 
amclety s~tes ;·; . In' . order . to more ... ft,J.lly ~ app~eciate the- -
~ '. ~_; . T . , 
4 % ' • • r~lati~~~h-~p.· . b~t~e~71 ~ inr~e-~ ·and ,t:'espira~ion however, ~ t . is . 
. ( . nec;essa7 . t;o .undlilrsta~~ ; 6;e m8cbanids o ~ breathing, and .hol! 
. .' .' __ ~ar~. ·. p8r~t!lr•-j o~-~ respiratioit . effect <;hemic8.1 changes 
~assbciated . with somati¢ arousal . 
•.~-· ~ . . ~ .. .. • l . 
... 
' ' Q / - · -Mechanicp·. gL .' Breathing. · Internal. respirat.ion · is . a · 
~ • ' • • 0 1. 
C~mpleX chemical · _·pro_cess in . whi.ch OXyqen is carr~ed by the 
· ,_ blood to - nouri~h t/;very cell in the body. The efficiency ·of 
•? • , • "' • I 
this process depends ·in considerable p~rt on~the m~chanics of 
,.. : ' 'II. • f, .. _ • 
ai~intake, or external respiration (Stein & Luparelio, 1967). 
. . . . . ' . . 
"External respiratic;m refers~· · t:a. · the · process by which · 
--
. . . 
· oxygen .- is ·obtained from .the .atmosphere, through the n'Ose, and 
' I , ' 11 I II 
·doWn.into the lungs. This ·mechanical ·pr.ocess · depends on 
' . . ,....-.·-:-
• . expansion . e.(_ the torso ·to. draw in air: ·.The torso · may be 
' • • J 
..... · · . : e)(panded 'in three wa,ys; lifting the ·shoulders , . eXtending · the 
t . . . . . -
.. .. . ·. 
chest outwards, or expanding the diaphragm downwards. . nu!se 
. . ' . . - . . . .... . 
three types of brea~inq may be termed clavicular, thoracic, . . 
. . . an~·: d~ap~r.aqmatic~ 'Al~houg~ upon maximal exeF,~ion .  ~11 three 
. . . .  
. types of breathing· ~r·e: utili~~d, . ~e most effici~mt ~or~o..!:.mal 
funetioning is ·diaphragmatic breathing (Brena, 1973; Rama, 
, I . 
. , . . . ·. .... . . . . 
· .. B&llen~ine,· & Hymes, · ~979) .' .. This : is because diaphragmatic 
. ·· ... 
"". ~ . ' ' ' . 
.. 
~ , . 
breathing pulls·. oxygen to the lower · portion of the lunqs where 
" . . 
'# • , . . . 
. . , I ' . . . 
: · ·~: · ·. only 
~k- .· 
·'··· 
. ' . 
. \moat of 'the' bl.ood ne9essary ~~-r· . oxYgen uptake circulates:..-;-- . 
. • . . . ( 1 . . 
Thoracic breath~~9."i~ - much . mo~e s~allow, '-allowing alr 
~'J:nto the middle 'and~pper po'rtions . of .· the lungs, Jlnd ' as . ' 
• 
..... ~ , 
- 1!l'41 ' 
d 
-: ·-
T'!' • • I 
.. ·. ,·, ' 
. ~· 
\ . , 
. .. 
., 
.·/ , .. . 
. . .. ~ ' ·. . . . •' 
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such is less efficient as an habitual mode of respiration 
• (Brena, 1973) . It ~akes considerably more effort to obtairl". c, 
.. 
·sufficient oxygen usi~g primarily-the thoracic mechanism, a~d 
since more ·work is reqUired, ~ote oxygen is needed. ·This 
,. 
res·ults in .an increased respiration rate, and may contribute 
to. feelings of fatigue anJ. brea~hlessness, · especially upon 
exer:-f!.on (Ra~a et ~1. I 1?79; Soley & Shock,· 1938). 
There. is s~me·eviaence that thoracic,. or· . shallow.. rapid 
respiration • is · mor.e often related to. anxiety than is .·: 
"' I • ,. o 
· di-~phragmatic breathing, both in •:anxiety neurotics" and _in 
normal; . people facing threatening situations 
•, ~ . 
(Clark, 1978; 
• Clarke & Hemsley, 1982; Cohen et al . , 1975; Harris,, Katkin, 
' • _, I 
Lick, & Habberfie1d, 1976; Holmes~ McCaul, & Sol~mon, 1978; 
-McCaul, Solomon, & Holmes, · 1979; Scopp, 1975). Also, Damas 
Mora et · __ al. ~976) a~d Martin (i961) .dem9ostr~t~d ·a linear 
relationship b~ween state . anxieW and . respiration --rate. 
· -' ' 
Thoracic' breathirtg is typically activated as a biologically 
. . . ~ . . .... : 
adaptive response to stress or threat·, providing the extra 
. 
oxygen n_ecessary to . either / f~ht· -or flee. ' I _f no activity 
occurs to discharg~ energy, · a vi~ous circle ~¥ en~~e in 
wllich -.~hi~ overbreath~nq exat;erbates ,a~~ maintains 'feeli~gs of 
tension (Lewis, 1 959) . .. . If this reacti6n is intense enough or 
. . \ . . . . . 
occurs : frequently, this ~e of · breat~ing m~Y, become habitual. 
It h~s been repeatedly demo~strated 1that t4la· · overbreathing 
r.esponse . is · very easily conditioned and generalizat~on often 
. .........~-, 
occurs to a wide variety of environmental atimul£ (Bykov, 
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~ryentilation- -~yndrome. Lum (1976) 1 Sa~insky (1974), 
and others (Kerr, Dalton,_ & Gliebe~ 1937; Lewis: 1959;·Rice, 
I 
·1950) convincingly argue that overbreathing itself may be a 
h I 
primary ~isorder- ·whic~ ca~ result in s~toms generally 
associated 'with, and often labeled, 
, 
anxiety neurosis . Some 
. . 
. . 
people · adopt\ habitual modes of breathing -which !JlBY be- harmft.\~. 
Habitual ov~rbleathing, ·characteriz~d · by· rapid, .· · th~racic . 
. . . . \ 
. . ·respiration and forced exhalation (i ~.e. . freque~ sighs) is a 
.-
common breath~nq ~·isorder whic~ may b~ve profound ·effects ~n'i" 
· many physi'ological systems~··. • , 
The respiratory system regulates ventilation to maintain 
arterial blood tension levels of carbon dioxid~ (002) and 
. oxygen (02) at an optimal point, -mee~ing the needs of -the body 
I .- · 
for 002 removal ~nd 'regulation of blood for 02 : as · well as 
--
acidity. (Comroe, 1974) . The most immed~ate effect of 
• rv- • • 
_over~reathing~ · !~~~.~~:.!~k.J.orce~ exhalation·, · ls a drastic 
r ·eduction of C02. in the blood, producing respir:a;ory .~llai'losis 
. _ (!~creased alk~llnity of the blood),: . ·In . . mo~t .lridividuals, 
. --- . . 
• tinnotio~ai arousal is initially correlated . . with reduced 002 
. levels (Dudley,. Martin~ · & Holmes, 1964) . This mild 
. ' . . 
.. hyperventilation occurs when · ventilation . of , the · lungs is 
.... ' 
·greater than that · needed to eliminate 002 .(Comroe, 1974). 
. ~· . 
Carbon dioxide. therapy (breathing intO a paper. ~ag ~ for 
. . 
.example) · works in part to decrease a~xiety by replenlsh1ng 
excessive loss of 002 · (Aveni &, Cutt~r, 1977;.· Halsam, .. 1974; 
. . . . I . 
"folpe, · 1958) ·.· ~oas of C02 in tur~· •. . ·'decreases the availability 
. . ·. I ".. . . . 
of calcium, leading to enhance~/nerv~ excitability manifest~d 
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.. Paqe 7 
been intrigued by the similarity between' many symptoms of 
. . 
anxiety neurosis. and those seen·in conditions where caiciUm .. 
ions are low. They provide datil; suggesting that decreased 
- , . 
. 
levels of calcium ions, assoc~ated.with-resp~r~tor~alosis­
in the hyperventilation syndrome, may contribute to anxiety 
states (also Balsam, 1974) . 
Noticeable. symptoms frequent.ly res~l.tlng from· the above 
. . , 
physiological changes include. heart palpitations, dizziness, 
· -. shortness of breath, epigastric. pain, muscular 
-. ~nxiety, ~nd weakness. tremors; ... . . . 
· ~ .· ' a~·-jf;!~ri or · system ~ay be : a ... ffected. • This is har~iy 
In fact, Lum- '(1981) · states that almost · 
'' 
.. . ,/ '~·~ 
surprising when one considers thEit' thf. function of breathing~ 
- .. \.. . .. 
itself is to nouris~ every cell .o! the body. 
. . 
··.Lehrer and Woolfolk (1982)' r~port on a· new anxiety 
. . 
inventory as~eu.lng somatic, cognitive,' and behayioral aspects 
of. anxiety. The somatic factor consists of a , variety of 
hyperventilatio~ symptoms. Intere~tingly, ~ in various 
, 
. ~ 
validation studies using boen normal and anxious· subjects, it 
t . 
was found that the somatic factor corr~lated very highly with 
many well kno~ anxi~ty -:-sc'ales . such as Spiel_berger_' ·~ · .'rrait"' . 
· an~iety . (Spielberger, . Gorsu~h. & Luschene, · 1970), Eysenck's , 
. ' . 
Neuroticism Scale (Eysenck & Eys,enck~ .1968), __ · ·phobic and 
. ' ~-. ,. . . ---......... . . 
general anxiety scales of the SCL-90 · ·(Derogatis, 1977)-, and the 
. . . . . " · 
.  . - . .. 
IPA~ anxiety inventory (Krug, . Scheier, & Cattell, 1976) ; · 
· Thes.e results offer further support for the relationship--. 
. . 
between hypervent~lation and araxiety s.tates as measured by 
commonly used clinical· questionnaires. 
~ ' 
, • ' I \ , 
Wl'\ile 'it- is- fairly · .well established ··that habitual 
' I 
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overbrea~hing is oft~_associated vith anxiety states, it is 
' less clear vh~ther the association is a causal one. Although \ .. ~ 
physiological stUdies support' .the . rela1:ionship between lo.w 
.. . . . ' . ' 
- . . \ . 
levels of arterial carbon dioxide ~nd various _somatic and 
psychological' symptoms, . the f.indings are hard-ly definitive and 
. . . . . . ' . . -
-often· inadequ~t~ly ·reported. · 'Further ·support... for . · ·'the ' 
theoretical backgroun~ o .::-the . ~ervent1l~t-ion syndrome sho~ld ~-- · 
come f~OIJ! 'carefully_ controlled ·experimental studies rather 
than~~~ated- speculation: 
...:- ---_:__ · -~---- ------:-
--
., . 
t ' • . 
-~.;_ 
..... 
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Tber~eutic Value.g!_Coptrolled Dreatbing 
. 
. I 
The studies reported abov~ s~ggest that respiratory 
. ' , · . I 
· irregularity as reflected by increased rate, variable depth, . 
and arrhythmicity accompany; or perhaps cause, subjectively . 
uncomfort~le ' states .~n both normal and anxious populations. · 
Thus -it would appear• that by eliminatil'lg these irregularities, . 
I I . I 
via teaching proper methods ~f breathing, one could effect a . 
decrease in anxiety. There have~ be~n Ja~~ claims made 
concerning :the · efficacy , of correct breathin_g behavior in 
decreasing ~nxiety and tension (Geba, 1973; Haugen, Dixon, 




. communicati~n; Proskauer, ·1968; Schade, Hruza, Washburne, & .. ' 




... scientifically unsupported, although, clinical results are 
often impressive \ Lum .<Person~l communication), · fo~ example,· 
. , ... P,ro~ose~ a treatment of breathin~ awareness and teaching a 
reg\dar, slow, . diaphragl9at1c pattern of respiration. Using 
... .. . . 
--these techniques-on over 2000 patients. suf~ering from "anxiety 
.. \ ' - . ' • •r 
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states", Lum reports an 80% cure rate defined as "no s-YmPtoms, 
i 
no anxiety, and· no drugs required". Fifteen _per oent" are . 
) . .. \· 
relieved of the "vast majority of symptQms" 1 and\ 5% are , 
describe'd as· "quit~ intractable".· Np control groups were 
• ! 
i 
utiliz.ed _however.(.a.s . that would entail delaying tre,atment . · 
. . 
Qibson· (1978) St;lggests that the validity of 
therapy prbgram could . be . enhanced by 
conjunction 
princ~ples. 
with an ~nformed 
. . i 
Lupl' s · br'eathi!'q 
I 
' I 
applyfng \. it in 
·of behavioral 
I •. 
' The control of breathing is a common component 
: ~ ' . 
ot many .. 
anxiety reduct~on t~chn.ique_s such as . Stress _ _' In~~'\ulation 
Training (Mei~henbaum# ·1977), ProCJtessiv~ Musc~'e · Relaxat_ion 
" (Bernstein & ~or~ovec# .1973)_ , , Conditioned Relax_ation (Paul & 
Berstein, 1973); the R~laxati~n - Respon~e (Bensqn, 1974), and 
various · meditation techniques. It is. not clear how much of 
the relaxation achi~ved by these meth~ds is due .to the 
contr~lled breathing component or to oth~r · aspect of the 
. treatment procedure (Lader & Marks, 1971) -: - The inclu ion of 
controlled breathing in all of these effective r laxation· 
. . \• / . 
techniques suggests that .this alone may be 
reducing anxietY.· 
It has been found ·that other physiological 
· . as heart rate (Deane, ·1964, 1965; Holmes, 
Buchsbaum, 1979; Westcott & Huttenlo_cher, 196~; 




C! & Obr 1A, 
1964) . · and _skin pot~mtial (Harris et al., 1976; Me auJ. et ·al. , 
. - . ... . 
. . . ' 
1979) vary with rate ·~and dep~ of re~piraiion. R apirat
1
1on is . 
· al~o the only· physlologic~l dy~tem _asaociated . i~h autont?mic 
arousal that is ·easily brought-~ und~r volu t~ry ·con_trol . 
' • . 
' '.,oi- . 
• , . ··, , , ; -1' 
:• · ... . . 
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--- ~er~iore, if respir8tion is Controlled during bouts of 
a.~~iety the~e_will be ,fewer physi~logicaf cues to ~aintain and 
en~ance the anxiety reaction. 'As a self-control technique, 
-
. .· 
I . ~ . 
controlled respiration is easy to learn, and . since ·it is 
I . -·: ··~ 
"portable", may be applied in a_ny si1;uation. 
. ~' . . Scientific Studies·Qf' Cootrolled 8reatbing 
In spite of strong evidence- supp~rting · · a relat~onship 
between re':l~iration and anxiety, .and . iq)~essive clirhcal 
few 
.. 
experimental studies have inves~igated the use of this 
• 1 - -
procedure to decrease 'anxiety. The studies which h~Jve :been 
conducted- may be divided into two type~: controlled 
induced 
I r~spiration as (a) a technique for controlling stress 
/ 
in .. laboratory 
I . 
situations and. ·(b) a method of anxiety· 
red~ctiori. 
/ 
, In the first category, Hfrris et 
the . effects of ·p~ced~espirati~n 




(8 cycles per minute) in 
modifying a~tJnomici responses to stress in · normal subjects. 
Comparing a paced respiratroh group to attention and baseline 
. control eonditl~ns, they f~und ·that · subjects in the paced 
:. . . 
respiration group. showed · less autonomic responsi vene·ss t!l an 
. . . . . ' 
~leetric shock and its~ - ~~icipation. · .The results for 
• • • • • • • • • .. • (j 
e1~trode~l measures inditated that pacing respiration .can 
reduce . autonomic respon.sivity to · a stress-'ul _ stimulus. 
'. /' \) 
.. .. 
Holmes et ill., (1978) required ~ubiects · to · either (a) 
I 
breathe in . ·such a way as to ·. replicate bre~thing patter~s 
t . . . . 
obtained during a .. rest period~ : (b) turn a knob .to· · repllcate 
. . . ·~ . ~ 
-... ' . 
(I ·• :: ;:;~ ,.;•:.;' .. ;;,,~~-: ' ;_,;.;;~!;·,~-'- ·- ,,;~·, ~ :. ·i. · .. ;~;. i . .-~£:',< ·~.,. :Y~·, , · .. >.: :·. \· ~.: .: ·:r .~ , ;';_·.~ ,:_:.: · .. :. ,: , ..•• ~ ·_·, ... 
... · ... .'·;~~-
/ 
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resting breathing patte~ns (attention_ contro.l) 
. . 
or (c) sit 
·quietly. After ~he tracing manipulation was int~oduced, 
one-half ~ of the subjec~s in each group were threatened with a· 
__.J 
·.series of shocks. It ·was predicted. that the-. respiratory 
\ 
. l . . 
. tracing condition would show les~ arousal u~~er threat 
\ 0 f ' 
· conditions. Resa-1 ts did not support this hypothe.sis- as the ..riO:-
. - .. ' .. t~acing condition · w~s ·the only one to sho~ a: decrease .in .. · . · 
• t . • \ 
arousal over time. However:,_ in this .study, . ·ra'te 
' \ . . . 
respiration was not speci~cally manipulated, . ahd it may be a 
crJcial . var iclbie. ' . . . • #1. 
: . \ Clark .(1978)·e~a~ined , the effects of pace~ respiration on 
of. 
\ . 
auto~omic and self-!'eport. m~asures""- of subjects with 'high -:, -· 
dent~l '.anxiety' during exp0~4r~ to . films of denta1 surge~y-:-~--· 
. . .. . . -- . 
· -· -~ubjectS · were trained (in 10 minutes) to breat~e · at ei~her 8, 
-. ---.- --- .- -- - - - -- -- ---··:---- ------ - ------ -.- --~ ; -- ----- - - . . ... -- ' 







. . . ; . 
·-·· , .. . 
treatment · control conditions . The pacing procedure failed· to· ·· 
. ' 
induce any meaningful physiological · changes ' •' as measured by 
electrodermal respo~se and heart rate . The lack of 
' .. electroderma~ change may have been . due.totKe non-threatening 
nature· of the- inif~ali. ~:1m segme~ts wh~S:h pos~~ly enha11ced · 
h"i.J~uation ;o th:e later /' more threateninq s~enes (Clark, 
l~7.a)': The iack. o~ change in h,:~rt rate ~ay ha~e been due to 
. .... ....--·1 4 • I · 
manipul.atinq only ra_te, not depth o~ · respirat.ion. · This 
supports ~he conclusions of sr~fe . (1971), and wood and Obrist 
• ; • •• q _ .. • " I 
· (19,f54), t~at .respiration, depth. rather .th~n )rate exerts . . a 
• I . I . 
pri~ary effect o~ heart rate . ~evels; HO\{ever;-, .pot~nt effects 
~~· • f 
on self~report .measut:~s· ~ere found •. with the slow . respiration 
I • __. ., ' ."• 
qroup reporti~g th~ . least d·iacomfort and the i"apid respiration 
f ' ' t 
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group reporting the greatest discomfort. Thi~ study suggests 
. I 
I 
. that sUbjectiv~ appraisals of distress may be effectively 
.altered 
changes. 
by · respiration 
.. . 
pacing, · iildep~ndent of visceral 
McCaul et al., (1979) investigated the effic~cy of three 
-conditions; ·(a) · · breathing regulated at on~-half nor~~l rate, 
.. (!?) br.eath,ing regulated &:t.·. norma.l ~at.e,· . ancr(c)' breathing not 
• - ' • • . .. ; ::-: il 
regulate~, ~!:\ reducing. -~rousal ~o threat of s~ock. · Expe~;an~ 
was als~ controlled by informing one-half of the subjects . in 
each · qr"O!JP . that . the' procedure would help them. to ~elax . 
· Results indicated that slowing respiration, rate reduced 
physiofogical arousal as measured . by skin resistance and 
. ~ 
finger pulse volume, . and reduced self;repor~s of . anxi~ty. 
~"----~---·· ______ E_xp_.~-c_t_a_t1~~s 1 -~~d not influe~ce a~ou~a~~se .data - prov~de 
evidence fpr the effectiyeness of paced respiration ~as a 
~;.: 
·-· 
.. • ;gping strategy. 
' .... . 
In the second category, three studies were· found in the 
. 
·.:. · 
literature which de'\,lt with controlled breathing as a 
.. . : 
• ,.. • fT .,. • 
·therapeutic techniqu~ fo~ anxiety.reduction . 
. : :- ~. · .. ·.~ ~ ·.·~}:~~~- ~ 
. .. 
_ ..... 
__ __ ... 
.) ' 
~ · 
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Datey, ~hmukl; .Dal vi,· and Vin~kar . (1969) demonstrated : a 
-- - ' KfiO~ as Shavasan, to be diaphragmatic breathing technique, 
,. 
. ' . 
instrumental 'in iqlroving _ the 
. t 
condition .- of .hypertensiye 
. . 
patients as indicated by· lower blood pressures, lea's use -of··· - · . 
medicatio~· ... ~nd subje~tivel~ . .. r~ported improvement. . They 3 
repor~ :tl:le ·easent.ial . . r:equir~mlnts •to be u~e of ~he correc.t 
. • .., . • .:.' .. /. I . • ... 
~echni~e, regularity in performing the exe~cise. and a quiet 
· environment. Unfortunately, . · no control groups were employed 
. ~ ~ -
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. I Page ·13 1 \ . 
Scopp (1975) compa~our groups; progressive muscle 
. . ~ --... . 
relaxa"tl n, breathing treatmen , combination of both muscle . 
relax ion a~d breathing, and ~n attention ~control ~n a 
var ty ·of cognitive and a~fective measures ·including 
lelberger et al. 's- (1970) .Sta~e Tralt Anxiety I.nvent6ry 
(~TAl) and various . .;.,asur.;s \ o! in.telliqence . Results 
J.ndicated that al-l three l treatment cfroups slgnificantly 
decreased in stat~ and tra~t anxiJty. ·. Heart rate, re~pira~ion 
' . ~ \ ' . . .. . 
. rate, and skin conductance vere monito~ed for ' six VQlunteers 
. . . \ - . ; 
the full 'treatment and control# _groups . at pre . ·.and 
- I ·. . -~ . ... 
in 
postt~eatment. Alt~ough . no .. _sfatistic~l . atralyses. ~ere . 
performed on the~e. data, it_ ~s . ~iported that subje~ts in
1 
the 
full treatme~t gr~up showed an overall chanqe in the . expect.d 
~,; I • direction on these measures whereas no change was noted i~ the 
I. . 
attention control subjects·. Unfortunately, · physiological 
ch~ge:s · were not assessed for..· I the separate breathing and · 
- ~ muscle. relaxa~io" groups, and O!llY a_ very few of -the .total 
s~mple .(N = 260) . . were asliess8d. 1·-$copp concluded that deep, 
slow breathing be .,~~e~ in conjuncti]~n ~it~ ·Q1Uscle ' . r~laxa~i~n 
to . maximize reductlon of state anxiety in iridividua'i2 
,.. - I ~ - . 
. Fci~s (1975) tested. -~e effectiveness· of a t ree hou't 
Breathing nterapy : -program fo~ · . reducing . aJl?Ciet)i in 
. . . . I • . . : r 
self~referred college studertts. ~pehdent. measures consisted 
· o't the . STAI and the ~~lpe and tang (1964) Feat:'· ·surv~ Schedule 
.  ' 
(F.SS) • Resui ts sho.wed t ·hat tht~ ·area~h~~9 'l'her~py prQgram, 
J • ~. 
was 
slgnifi~antly more effective in 'decreasing both state and 
. . ' \. ' . 
trait ~n~iety thary a no tr~atment arL control. Unfortunately I 
out 
• I> 
attention · ··control 
. \ n~~ in~l~ded to rule· was 
;, 
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expect:;ancy effects. and-no assessment .. of physiological changes 
I 
was :arried. o~t. _ . · \ 
l · Although relatively few experimen~al studies have been · 
done. those ~at have been r~por~~~ suggest controlled 
\ br~a~hing to ee effective in .... decreasing anxiety. These 
firi~ing~ -; lend support to the claims ~de by some clinicians 
concerning controlled~ breathing. How~ver \ . ~esul t~ . have 
variable. ' 'The studie~ differ on a nUmber of import~n 
•• 0 •• 
variables such as ' "" how breathing is controlled. type o 
subjects, and especially outco~e measures. Further .research · 
in this area should attempt not · only to replicat~ some_ of the 
\4. , I 
significant findings descr.ibed above, but also· to investigate 
... . 
which measures are seq~itive to changes ·in respirationM 
patterns. It· ·is important 'that each of the three systems· o.f 
~ . . 
anxiety; behavioral, cognitiye, and physiological be assessed~ <'~-
Due t~ ~oth the p~ucity and v~rlability of the data thus far. 
~ . 
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Before complex comparison stud.ies are undertaken, there 
should be clearer evidence :that, relative to atten~ioncontrol 
" • "-;'::-• ,P'.-:/:: • . .. 
· conditions, _.~rea thing therapy treatment is · effective i.n 
decreasin~ a~~. Ideal.ly effects should be demonstrate'd i.n . 
. ' 
more than ' one 0 f. the thr.ee systems 0! anxiety; 
i 
cognitive, .and : behavioral. However, 'to date, 
. r 
physiological, 
the studies of 
breathing therapy · have focus~d Pt:"imarily on 
· measures o ~ ~ anxiety. Studl.sing pa~ed 
decrease somatic~ arousal in normal sul:)jects, as 
sal f-report 
rttspiration -to 
we~l as· the 
. phys.io~ogi.cal 1.1 terature on · breathing, suggest that 
, Q 
e~~ective in reducing physioloqical . 
-- -- .----~espiratory control may be 
arousal as well . 
, \ 
Effects should also be demonstrated for a group that is 
- . 
in;~ially high in anxiety. Lehrer (1978), and Lehrer, · 
Shoiket, Carrington, and Woolfolk · (1980) _. ,have demonstrated 
. . ~"" ' 
tbat physioloqical redu~tions of anxiety are. inore prominent in 
~atients with a clinical diagnosis of anxiety neuros.is than in 
. . 
normal subjects. Using high a9xiety subjects also provide·s· a 
better picture of the clinical' utility of a technique, and · 
Sc~pp (1975) reports that high anxiety is .a· goocf>predictor ·of . 
benefit derived --from various r~_laxation trai~ing ~rocedures . 
.... - , 
. In ~i:ew . of the above, it would be ~nter~sting to further 
determine if controlled r1i&piration is a usefUl technlqu~ ~or 
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that t .eaching 
deep, slow, .rhythmJ.c respiration is more effective t~an an 
attention control condition in re~ucing self-reported anxiety, 
I and physi.ological 'activity during •a stressful situation, in an 
anxio'us · po,Pulation. ' ? 
,-··--
It J.s also hyPothesized that antJ.cipation of . a loud, 
high-frequency tone will act as an effective stressor, 
. . 
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Subje~s were so~icited .by means of pn adve~t[se~ent for 
a resear.ch/treatm~nt ·pro~am pla~ed i~ the~ lo_cail, newsp.ap~r o 
Eighteen· subJects between the ages ·.or-· · twenty- five ·, and 
•• 
fifty-fi_ve, . con~~s~ing . of eight ma~es ·_and !ten females 
completed th_~ entire prC?9r_am. All _ s~~ec_ts were ~igh in .· tt:"ait . 
· anxiety .as indicated by a _ score o{ 34 (7'ith· p rcentile) or 
higher 
well, .eleven of· the subjects had undergone psychiatric -· ~ --
. . ' . . ' ' 
-... .· . . ' . ., 
treatment rn the past for anxiety-rel~ted . pr.oble i ·indicating . . 
' . . . --· ' • : . 
an approx~mat~ - cl:ini~al po~ulation .. · Otl;ler_ inc_l';l~ion criteria 
~onsisted of wi~lingness to s~~-a ~articipation {ontract' (fo 
minimize attrition), no orga'ntc 'respiratory disorders, no 
~ - . ' . 
current use of forinal -' relaxation techniques_.._ such, . as ~ 
. .. . . ,. · . - ~ ; ......... _ . -
progressive mus~_le rel~ation, ·~ransc.endental mecil~~tion or 
yoga, _ o use of _ maj~r tra~~ilizers ~n the past ;six months, 
('" '. ...;. 
~nd n \regular:· u_se ·0" mi~_or tranqui.l..izers . . . , 
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··. 
I 
• .. . 
- . 
•· 
Measures .. tl· 
· ... 
. ,• 
.PAPer awl . Pencil Measures . The l.fAt. Aijxioty . scale 
., . .  . . . 
Questipnnair~ (Kr't19 et al., 1976) .is a· brief _scale deve_lop~d 
. ... ' .. • 
as a means of·getting clinica~ anxiety infor~tio~ in -• ·rapid,· 
. . . . . 
objective, and standard manner - (Kruq· et al.. ~ 1976) o It is · 
. ... ~ . ,, . . . . 
.• 
.commonly used in resear~h as a screeni~g . - device for subject· --.. . 
selection ~ and, . as .norm& ar~. available_ to~ ·the _qeneral adult : . ·. ,, .. 
·• 
·" ' .• ,: \_ lo i ' ; t -t' , 1 ' J ':. ' : . . 
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popul11tion; !t is ideal _ for ~is ~1-lt:'Pose~. 




internal •reliability are high. Validity has been ~ssesseti 
seve~al · ways . ~nd it .Jeport~d;y correlate~ highl~ with other 
· me~sures - o~ anxiety (Krug ·et al., 1976) . . The IPAT ASQ has 
. also been sho~ t~ be sensitive . to change~ in anxiety level 
. •· ~ue to therV:eutic .t,ntervent:ion . (~erguso.~ ~&~Gowan, 197~; · 
· . Sherman & PlUDDDer ,·· 1973; Wilson & Wilson, 1970). 
The State Anxiety Scale (A-State) of · the -- State-Trait 
AnxietY ~nventory · (Spielberger et aL, 1970) consists· of ·20 
.. 
·. ----· ' . . . . . -~ ,· sta~ements, each rat~d on a fo~r point scale in~ic~ting how a 










· •':· . 
. . . 
' . 
'"'..'· · 
,.! , ' 
'.~. . 
... . 
. subject feels' . at a . particular moment in time.. The- essential 
. . . - . . \ 
qualities evaluated by .the A-state scale involve . feelings of· 
teriston, . nervo\.Wlne~s, worryf and appr~h'"ension· . /; .t may .be used 
' ..... -~-
to determine the actual~ levels of A-state intens~ty at a _ ~iven 
to some identifi~d ev~nt or momen.t, or ·w_ith ·reference 
... 
~.sitUation. This -scale may be admini~tere~ quickly, is easily 
( . 
~nderstood, and ls sensitive to_chan9es-over ~1m~.- (Spielberger 
et .al., 1970) •· , . 
· . The E:uJ:. ~!'artPnnair~ & Mathews, 1979) is a 
· ·~ . 
sal f-rating form designed to :monitor_change due to 
. . 
·intervention in phobic. patients. The form ,yields -four ·scores: 
main' · p~~~ia, global phobia, to~al phobia~ and 
anxiety':.depression. The degree of avoidance of these phobic 
• b . • .. • \ . • 
a1tuat1ons is assesed on a ·~ca~e __ from · 0 (would avoid it). to 8 
. ~ 
:. (would always avo!~ it)' . 
behavioral response. to 
. . 
This. rating gives ' an indication of 
J 
the•e · events. Items making up the 
_... . . 
··total phobia and .anxiety-depression scales were included on · 
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tissue damage, and anxiety-depression factors derived by three· .· 
. . 
independent factor· ·analytic studies (cf Marks · & . Mathews, 
. ~ 
. 197~ Test-retest reli~ilities for ~11 items are high, from 
. 79 to . 96·, based on a retest interva 1 of one week with 2Q. _ : 
phobic pati_ents I (Marks & 'Mathews, 1979) ·. There i's also 
. . 
eviltence of exterr1al validity in that the total phob~a and 
. . - . . . . . . 
a~xiety-depression scores reflect the clinical status of the 
. .... .. . \ . 
• f ' ' 
patient (Ginsberg · ~ Marks~ 1977; Marks~ Hallam, Philpott, & 
. . 
Connol~, 1?11)~ ~The quest~~nnaire ha~ also been shown to ~e 
, sensitive to clini~al . improvement after tre~tment in a sample 0 
of 26 phobic patients (Marks & Mathe~s! ·1979) . 
. . .. . 
IbA Auxiet¥'Scale ·~rt, unpublished, 1983) consists of 
three list~ of .8 or 9 adjectives representing a continuum from 
"very a~us" to "feeling great" (see Appendix A) . The 
. ·I - . ) s~jec.~_chooses o~e ad1ective ·on each list describing how' 
.he/sh~- has b~ ~eeiing during th~ past few minutes, or how 
he/sh~ is .feeling at the present moment . . Each adjective is 
weigh~ed diffete~tly arfd the score con~lsts ·.· of~he average -.: • 
we_!ght from all' three lists .. ·The ·scale values wpre 
.. .. ...--...- • 1 ·: 
establis~ed by having 58 .students assign ratings of -s~ to +5 
to a list of sO adjectives considered to be indicative of 
... ~ . ' 
re~axation, confidence, and tension/~nxiety. Words for the 
scales were selected to.. (1$ provide a distributed range of : 
~'r • • ... . 
:·-~mean values, and to (b) have small standard deviations 
. . 
Thre~ \paychology ·c:laases '(evidence .. of 'consensqs rating). 
• . 
. (total ·N=127) were administered the scale on 'two occasions\ 
; ,· . 
each, once at the beginning· __ ~f a regliiar lectu~e .. aAd'·once . 
prior to a mid-term quiz. Cronbach alphas for ·Efii ~wo 
.. 
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occasions were .79 and .87. The scale total score clearly 
di'a~minated between the t~o conditions (t=13.5, p< :cx:xn) 
which are presumed to ~iffer in level of stressfulness. thus 
providing evidertce of the validity of the scale . 
. The·Somatic In¥Jntory was taken from a questionnaire 
recently developed by Lehrer and Woolfol~ (1982) tb assess . 
·' · . 
somatic, cognitive, and behavioral · aspects · o~ anxiety (see 
Appendix . B) ~ Each · item is rated on a 9 point Likert type 
sca;le according to its fr.equency . of occurrence, one indicating -:. 
"never" 1 nin~ .' indicating • ~~~lmost always" o The- items 'wer'e"' 
drawn from the Minnesota · Mul~iphasic Personality Invento~y, 
the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger 6t al., 1970), -
I tl • . 
and the authors' ~wn .cl.inical exp~riences (Lehrer & Woolfolk, 
I 
1982) . · '· All i tams on the somatic sca~e of the inventory were 
shown by factor analysis to have a high loading on a somatic 
. -~ . . 
factor. According to Lehrer and Woolfo~k (1982), most of the 
items on the somatic _ ~cale · appe~r · to describe the . sympto~ 
• produced by hyperventilation. Split:.half reliability of the · 
soJ;~~atic ~cale· was shown to. be .85 (Lehrer & - Woo_~folk, .1982) . . 
Some _discriminant and. convergent ·validity. fJr 1;:h~ somatic 
scale were obtained from the SCL-~0-R (Deroga~is, 197~) . The 
. ' 
SCL-90-R somatizatio':l-scale was found ~o be closely rela.ted to 
~ . 
the·•somatic scale, .but . the Iater wa.s n9t . (ound to correlate 
highly vi~ the SCL-90-R psycho~icism scale . . There are also 
significan~ ~elati~nshi~s between the somatic scale and ~he 
Z.PAT ·~ an~iety invent~ry (Krug .et· al., 1976.), -t;he .Eysenck 
. . . 
· . Personality- Inven~ory_n!uroticism scale .· (Eysenck ~. Eysenck, 
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\ 
•. 
Unfortunately no.normative data are yet available · ~for the 
. 
Lehrer and Woolfolk trimodal inventory, but the somatic scale 
may bq a useful pre-posttreatment indicator of <;:hange in . 
somatic anxiety. 
The Anxiet¥ Diary (Appe1_1dix C) '· pr.ovides a · self-~eport 
. ' 
to stressful si'tuations. index of 
, . . I . 
behavioral, reactions 
. . \ 
Subjects indicate ' ~ach day ~t · least one ~nxiety-evokjnq 
.·..... " 
situation, their reaction ·t~ it, an4 method ·of .coping. Also, 
subjects rate on _a sdale of .~ne to ten how vell th~y· fel~ they. 
dealt with · the specified.situation,· one indicating they felt 
they used a very poor C~J?.i,ng str~teqy, ten indicating . a.. ve,ry 
good strategy 'was employed. 
The Credibility QMestionnaire, (Appen~ix 0)_ adapted from 
Borkove.c and Na~ (1972), consists of three, ten-poJnt scal.es 
assessing the · credibilitY 
J" ' ' 
of therapy 
conditions. Highe~. scores 
higher subject credibility. 
\ . 
on "t;his 
It · is 
and placebo control 
questionn•ire indicate 
important for all 
conditions in a treatment study to be equally bel~ev~le as 
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Po4texperimental 'QMeS~ionnairo (~pendix 
to eliclt .a subjective . appraisal of the entire 
Subje,cts are asked the"ir. 
,. 
and the .therapist. it 
expe'ctatiori~, · and 1 f ;~ they have 
improveJilent . . ,..  
\ 
feelings concerning the 
the 'program met their· 
. .. 
any suggestions tor 
...... 
StresS IndUctign ; Physi9lgical. Measures. 
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dynograph. Instructions, warning tone, and noise stimulus 
(stressor.) were recorded ·and administered with a S~ny TC-252 
stereo tape recor4er. Subjects were seated upright in a 
comfc;rtable chair. Most-physiological measures were score.d 
for nine, thirty-sec_ond epochs; oo~sistinq of . the ·last. 
ninety-seconds ~f baseline (epochs 1, 2 and 3), the_ n;tnety 
second· anticipation .~riod. (epoch~ 4, ~ an·d. 6), and a ninety 
' ' I I 
second recovery period (ep9chs. 7,, & and 9). _ 
I 
The ' stress· induction proced•re described above is similar 
• . \ . . • 1 . 
. to 't\hat r used by 'Lehrer : (1978), Lehrer et a.~ ·· •·. ~1980) I and 
, t , u, ,; , ' •, 
Shapiro. and Lehrer (~980) in assessing p~ysiolo~ical , ' 1~ffect~i .. 
of various types of relaxation ~chniques. · However, ·each of 
.. , . 
\ 
\ 
these studies used five aversive. tones "instead· of on~ · bef;:ause 
_. habi~ation ~was al~o · be~n;g studied. A. stress pro~edur~ was 
deemed important ·to t~is study . because Lehrer (1978) found 
that difference~ be~veen relaxat19n trained and untrained / 
subjects were reve~led ~ore clearly when subjects~-ere tested 
\ 
under , stress.ful conditions-t as opposed to. relaxi~g conditions. 
. . . . I 
~lthough el~ctr,~c shock _and. its . ~nticipation have been u ' ed in 
other · studi:ea· (Harr'is et al., 1976; H~ .. lm~s ·~: el., \19.?8; 
McCaul et al:, 1979) as an 'effective stress · 'manipulation~ it 
was felt _that this would be. too intrusive .a procedure for ~~e 
· ,;,;.with anxious subjects, possJJhy causing high • attrition. 
Minimal ·b8tween-session ,habituation to the noise was expected 
·, . 
to occur· as it has been shown that tho;e with high anxiety do 
. . \ .· . 
not habituate easily to repeated ... presentation of noxious 
stimuli· (Lader & Wing, 1966) .. · • 
.. . : I' 
• ~ • • • , • ' • • • ~~ ) j• • • - ' •• ~ .. • • • 
• • ' I · ., !.t •/ · ; . I 'I" .. ~ • • ; ,, 1..; 
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Thoracic and abdominal records 
were obtaine4 using two channels 
of respiration , patterns •• !
of the dynograph (with 
I , 
Beekman type. 985~ couplers) as suggested by.Gro~sman (1967) . 
. . 
Beckman type 79Ql res~iration strain ~age belts were placed 
o~ the· subjects; one around -the chest as close as possible, to 
the armpits to record thoracic amplitude, and one placed· 
half~way between the lowest point on th~ rib-bones and the 
highest point ·on the hip-bone to reco~d abdominal a~litude · 
. . / (Svepak, ~975). Respiration rate was assesse~ · by ·counting the 
n~er of complete cycles' 
" group averages _for the three 
. ~ -
w~thin each period and computing 
pe,riods. 
·.. . . . ··.,_ .. 
Mean abdominal and l"~ 
thoracic depths in millimeters were sampled from the fir$t 
. 
I 
three eycles of e~ch·epoch and group·means calculated f&f each 
" per.i.od. 
-Heart rate was measured through-a Beckman type 9857 . 
- . ~ .f-; , 




the right wrist and - le.ft ankle 
with a~gtound on the right ' ankle. 
' . •/ 
(lead II. 
Maximum and 
~nimum heart rates were determined for each of the nine ~chs . \.1sinq. the_ .peak ra~e _method·, ~moothed, recommended by • ... , . ton, Rank~o., and Lazarus (1965) . and the . low rate method . . 
(Cli-fton & Graham, 1968_), · a~so smoothed. A smoothed score is~ 
obta-~ned by 'averaging e~ch data point . -~rece~~inq and 
. . 
·succeeding data points . Thea~ measures -were then av.eraqed to 
, . . ; . ., ~ • - I 
obtaih a mean peak and a mean l~w heart rate for e~ch -~riod. 
Using the peak and low rate methods eliminate• mQst of the 
~ ... 
·: .irre.levent var .t.ation due · to sinus arrhythmia . which ia 
.. ,. f. 
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(Harris e~ al., . 1976; Opton et al., 1965; Westcott . · & 
Huttenlocher, 1961). For this reason, these measures are 
preferred· to other co~only · ~ tec~iques' such as .. 
-av~rages O_! . •"peak tci Vjllley'~ scores (Lang & ~atio}l_, 1962) . 
.. . 
In order ~o evaluate cardiac responses to · the . stressfu{" 
' , ' ,, . '• .. ... 
stimulus I raw heart rate . da't.a . (unsmoothed) were used. Heart 
. . 
l• • • ' - • ... 
,rate acceleration ~nd-deceleration responses to the 'stimulus 
, 
were determin~~ rela~i.ve to baseline · '(epochs ·1,· 2, and . 3) 
·.' 
. maximum an~ minimum levels. . Heart · rate accelerations were ..t ~­
~alculated by · subtracting- the .maximum ~eart rate during 
baseline fro~ the .maximum po~tsti~lu~ heart rate .~within ten 
/ .. ~ . . . 
·.seconds of stimulus ·~~nset . (Lehrer . ~t al., 1.980). Thus, a 
.. 
' positive value for heart rate acceleratio~ indicates a higher 
' . ~ ~ . 
maximum heart rate after the stimulus, or an accelerative 
· response. Hear1= rate 
, 
decelerations were calculated· 
-
by 
sUbtracting the minimum poststimulus · heart rate within ten 
... 
seconds ~f stimulus onset from the base1lne minimum heart·rate 
1980) . 'A positive value 
. ~.¥ · 
.-. 
for heart rate 
deceleration indicates a lower·mi~imum heart rate after the 
stimulus, or a Jdecelerative response. Group . mea~s of 
' o 
·accelerative and decelerative res~nses were then · subiect. to 
.Jma i Y.",is . 
%;··~! 
···Electrodermal activity was 
t 
de~ected by ·Beckman 
biopotential ( .. 6cm sq., AgagCl) skin electrodes, 





electrodes ~ere placed 9n the thenar and hypothenar eminences 
. . 
of the l•ft palm .. · A ·eyp. 9~42 coupler with a ·t:onstant volt~ge 
( .5 volts) cir&uit ; .. enabled dir~~t measurement of skin 
•". 
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conductance. Three measures of skin con~uctance responsivity 
were obtained. Mean frequency of spontaneous skin conductance·, 
. ~ . . . 
responses·(SSCRs) above .1 .micro mho in ·amplitude was · assessed 
during •the last sixty .. seconds of each of the three periods. 
>' 
This was dQne · to eliminate 
,,... ...... , •. . 
instru~tio~s. warning tone 
any specific ~esponses due ' to 
and stimulus (S:tern & Anschel, 
. . : . . 
196'8) . Amplitude of the .. skin c~nd~ct~pce : response (SCR) 
.' 
evoked by the stimulus (loud- tone) was measured. The recovery 
. , .,. 
.. 
rate of th!s evoked ~CR was ·measureq tempora~~y by dividing 
' the · total· nUmber Ott seconds tg recovery by two (SCR . rec. t/2r· 
(Venebles & Christie, .1980j. 
' 
stress · slows ·recovery of-
. . - ----
_Edelberg (1~72) has 
~s. Amplitude 
.found · that 
. . 
measures · are 
expressed in terms of log conductance as t"'is , transformation 
,. 
tends .,tto normalize the distribution and minimize ··any 
• correlation · ~ith 'initial level (Johnson & Lubin, 1972; _ Ly~ken 
l 
& Venables. 1971) . · To avoid loq transformations of zero (no· 
. - . . .. - ~ .... 
response). one 'was .added ·to all SCR amplitude ·scores. before 
the data were transformed (Venables & Chris~ie, i980) . 
Sgbject Handouts 
During the . first·. treatment· session, ~ubjects in the 
· · .. : exper imenta 1 group were 
~r.ationale ~or respiration 
given 
control 
-. ~ a . handout explaining · the 
. --
as a · means of :~- ::P~ucing 
-~DXiety (.Append_.\x . . /F). This handout,. en~i.tle~ - ~ioty. 
Management Tra!Ding~nual, is based ·in part ·. on · lite~-~u~ ' -
...... . ........ 
' about stres~ (Cannon~ 1928; Wallis, 1983) , and i.n .part on the --
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1975, 1~76,_:__198-~Rama et al.1 1979). This printed rationale 
. ----en~that each of the three experimental treatment groups 
received exactly the same information ~out breathing therapy, 
· and provided a reference be~ween sessions. 
Experimental sUbjects were ·given· another handout entitled 
J ' 
Diaphragmatic -Bx;eat~)i~g I .nstructions, consistin~ of eleven 
' . ) . 
instructions · (App~tidix G) taken from the literature ·on 
relaxation a~£l{~~ea~~irfq· techniques (Benso~ ~ Klipper·, · 1975; ~ 
• • IJ 
Bernstein & Borkovec, . 1"97~; Cooke, 1979.; Datey et' a~· .. , . 1969; · 
. "-' ' 
· Gibson, •197~; .. _I~nocenti'; . 1~66: Lwli~ .. 1975, · 19:~· . 1981; Pau~ & 
·Bernstein, 1973; Rama et al : , 1979~. This handout ensured 
.) uni'for~ . ~racti.ce techniques among experim~~.l subj~c::t~, ... and . 
provided a reference between sessions. 
, 
'·Subjects in the control 7 groups were ·given a handout 
during their first session, also entitled Anxiety,Management 
. .·· . 
. ... . 
Training Manuar· (Appendix H). • This handout, given. to enhance.· 
the credibilitY 
.. . ~-.. . 
of the control program, contains information 
about anxiety exclusive of ~ny specific - relaxation -
' • 
instructions. Information .for this manual . was taken from 
sources about .stress (Cannon, 1928; Wallis , 1983), and 
--·cognitive theory (Meichenbaum, 1977) . · l ~ 
Subject~t · 1~ ·both groups· were 1given, and as~i -~~ - -· sign a 
participation contract (Appendix I), specifying the terms of 
.. 
. .,;.. ~ .. 
the re,earc:h program, ·and designed ___ to d~crease attr iti on·. 
Subjects were ~lso ·· aske~ to ·sign homework · contracts, 
specifying ~e place and time of their relaxation sessions 
\ ' 
· (Appendix J). Lastly, subjects were-".Cjiven homework ~ompl.ltiori 
• ' • • • I ' ' 
. . ' ~ 
cbal)tis (Appendix K) which they were .to fill out each· .t i me they 
-. . . 
( 
·' ' 
-r- · . 
\ ' T.:, · .1 
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·' practiced their relaxation technique. This chart was brought 
to ·each • therapy session ·and-- served as a basi!J -for 
reinforcement· from·"' · the · therapist. Foss ~1976) showed -that 
subjects rated their experience with a breathing ther·apy 
program more highly, when requ~red to do ~omework via the use 
. 
of contracts and charts, than subjects without required 
. • 1.) 
homework. !be trends ,...also:: demonstr;tted ~ore relaxation 
pr:actice,_ · and .self-rep_orts of the technique lleing more 
" effective when homework was ~equired (Foss, ..1976) ·. 
· .. 
"' ' . 
Procedure 
·;.. . , 
Initial contact with . potential ~ubjects · was 
was scheduled telephone. A screening ·interview 
~nterested ~ peop~e. · 
~ sUbjects ...-: were first 
At this initial 
administered the 




for ·. al~ 
potential 
which was · 
immediately scored ·to·· ·determine eligibility . Data were 
collected concerning subject .. = characteristics; ·· age, sex, 
. . ~~ . . 
health, medicat1on, experience with relaxation techniques, and 
. . I 
. .. . . .. 
prior therapy (see Append!~ L) . . Quali~ied subjec~s were then 
asked to sign a participation· contract specifying ~ompliance 
,.. . : . . 
with . all aspects of the program to -the best of their ability, , · 
, . •, 
and agreement to deposit $10.00, refundable upon completi?n of 
the. pr:ogralli (see Append!~ ~-) .· An-- . inventory of 






hype:,-ventilation· symp~om& (from· L~~rer & Wool~, 1982) was 
admithstered to obtain data· on · th~ · r~lative_ freque~cy of these __ ., -._ . .... - · 
symptoms ·(see . ·Appendix B). . Su):)jects completed the · Fear 
,Questionnaire (Marks · ,p Mathews, 19~9) ' · identifying at least 
... f ' 
__ ...... - ,. ~ 
... '· . · 
. . . 
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one personal situation frequently encountered causing them to 
'' - . feel anxious. The State anxiety scale of the STAI was 
comple~ed with r~rence to how .they !ould. expect to feel ~ 
should 'that ·situation be encountered within the next r few qays . 
' f . 1 '\.. 
At the end, of the i.nitial interview each subject was ~scheduted 
.. " for the · .first laboratory session . 
'' . 
. SUbjects particlpated individually in ·two laboratory 
I 
sessions approximately ;four 
and one afterwards. . .~ese .laboratory ·sessions were intr;oduced . 
·to .sUbjectsl~s~:"stress~tests" ~· ·s~·jects-' were asked : t~ refrain . . 
,... ' . . . . .. . . ' . . . . . : . . 
· ·:·- from . s~oking t~.r. thirty minutes pr~or to . psychop~ysiological 
- . . : . . . . .. 
. assessment . (Martin " 6c . Venables. ·. ·19~). · ·'!be. Anxiety Scale 
. . . · .. ., ' . . . . . . . . 
. . __{presti-ess) ·was .!=Ompleted vitp . reference . to ~ 1;he ; ·impending 
-- . . . 
str:ess-test. :Skin· condu~tance~ · -heart r~te. and ·respiration· 
·meas\,lres were . recorded for baseline, , ·anticipation, · and 
. . 
recovery perioas --Electrodes were attached for ten minutes 
prio~to recording baselin~ data to allow acclimitizatiori to 
the i laboratory and to J4~it calibration of th~ po~y.graph. 
.Subjects were instuoted to get· · as comfortable as .possible· 
· during this -time. A tape-recorded message then· revealed all 
. . 
.. . . t~r~er.: i~structions~. l te'f basel~ne data wer~ · · . -~ecorded ' fo~ 
· ·· .. three ·minutes.·: · subj s were informed that sometime after a 
• • t ' 0!':'" • : • ~ • 
. v~rn'in~r tone .. · ~ey ~ ldhear a very loud. · hi.CJh-pitc~~d-~ burst 
of noise. They w;(r.e_ asked to try to · remain relaxed ... A . tone 
.thert indicated. the beginning of a~ .anticip~tion ~riod ~astJ,~g 
4! • ' ..,.,...-....--. ' ,. I • •. . : • o ' ' .. 
. ninety seconds .. This Per~od_ terminated 'wj,th a 1~ Hz, 100 
decibel burst of noise 'las'ting ·3.5·· aecon~ •from ·:.two speakers 
:. placed two feet behind . each side ' of the subject's head·.··· ...:.·· 
. . 
\ .. . . I · ~ · 
. . 
·. . 
· ....... . . 
........ ~ i' . • 
. :. ... t' . . .. 
~? .' . 
-. - . 
.... 
\ 
.. r. ':' , . I'' •' • "o ' '') ... . , _ :"- ~ : ' I .-1- ,: ' ... • " ' I ' ' ,>: 
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~ 
Measures continued f~r a ninety second recovery period (see ·. 
Appendix M for . verbatim instructions). ·Subjects were then 
asked to rate on a .scale from one (not at all) to ten 
(extremely) how distressing they found the noise-to be. 




be ~ontacted ~i thin two weeks cbncerning the dat~s .. anc:i times 
.of the three treatment sessions. 
After all_ . subjects had participated in the first -
. physiological assessment, they were pa~red as close~y as _ 
. ) : 
possible acc·ot='ad.ng to sex, 1:\.ge, and cigarette consumption. 
Subjects' from each~pair w~re then r~ndomly as~igned ~o either 
-:-'\ .- the treatment or control condition. This assured that bot;h~ 
; I 
' . 





' ~ . ' 
' ' 




. .· ~t ~': .. ~ \ ._ ... 
groups. altho~gh chosen at-'rand~_; were qf ~imilar compositio~ -
on these possibly ~ruciai .va·riables·-. ,. 
The treatment programs. <?Onsis~ed. of th'ree, one-hour 
' . 
.sessions of small group traini~g in either th& experimental or 
attention control conditio~ .: These sessions were from thlee 
to five . days ,apart · for each - group . The _ posttreatment 
stress-test was· identical to: .. . the above describe-a - proc~dure 
- - ..,.. ~ --
. .. . .. 
except· the exper'imental group was instructed to relax using 
~ . . 





""'l' L f 
"' ' .-.: ' 
recordings were 
. 
.. .... . I • I , ... • -~• •• ,o,o ,o, :'\_ 
above. Subject~\ then ·.,_ completed 
'· 
assessmen1;; .. . session,, 
conducted as described 
the. · Credibility and 
. Postexper~me~tal Questionnaires (see Appendixes o- & E), 
.. . 
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Questionnaire, and the IPAT ASQ . 
ol 
Subjects w~re refunded their 
• 0'-0.00 deposit . 
Exgerimental And Control Conditions 
' The experimental 
management training', 
program, - designatfiSd .as 'anxiety 
-v 
consisted of three, one-hour sessions 
. 
cond~cted in small groups · (n = 3)-, 'from three to five days 
. apart. 
" 
The sessions were . scheduled .to best . ·accommodate the ' 
.• ... . ·. . 
par.ticipants~ · and "wer~ ·held in the . Memorial University 
, . . 
Psychology Clinic.,on E~i:;abeth Avent~,-. · Subjects completed the 
Anxi~ty Scale 
. ·, . . 
·- ' (postrelaxation) . after the. first and last 
relaxation ·sessions 
breathing · technique 
-.J • 
to assess the effectiv~ness o~ Jfhe 
in induci-ng relaxation·. A brief session 
~y~sesslon description· of the experimental program follows. 
Session ·QnA. ·.Sul).j~ts we~ given the handout explain~ng 
the rationale for respiration 
' 
contr~l in reducing anxiety. 
'nley-:--were' as):<ed_ . 'to read it to· thetru;;elves w~ile . . the 
, . r ~· 
exp_erimenter read _ it out lo~~· A briefjilscussion·, question 
· ·- ·-
and answer .peri~d followed·. . Subject:_s\ sat upTight in 
comfortable chairs.. Lights wer~ ~immed. Diaphragmatic 
breathlng vas demonstrated (Appendix G). and. each subject given.. 
. . ' 
individ~al atten~ion as to the proper technique . The 
- ' ,. 
. 
· ~xperimenFer tested the subject's level .· of relaxat~on by. 
· ~ \. . 
raising t~e arm ·. and letting it fall back. Subjects were 
8xhalat1Qn. Homework 
. . . 
repeat the word yrelax" with each 
was ,assigned. consi~ting.of practicing 
_. , I 
instructed .to silently 
I ~ .. --~ 
. ... 
' • ~ ' · t 
. · ":...~;. 1_;~; ,·:; > .~ _.:, •.. _ ..::,.'-.· ~ ·:.·:,·'~- .J·· .",:·-· ·_..;..''- ·.:..• .;_~ .. ~·~~ . . .. . . ' 
··t J : - -:.:-·· - :J·~, .... . ~· ~ .. ,..~~ :.. ~· 'ti(t~~t·.~-~~~· ,..-.. r.~J •.;_ · .. ·-:. · \ .. :.· 
:• , · ,· 'v l o \ '. I 
. . 
_·· .,..:""' .. ,..~- · ·- .. · ~·.·-~ ~·t. 
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~· 
~age · Ji 
the breathing techniques for ten to twenty~inutes . twice a 
day, and kee~ng a daily diary of ~nxie~-evoklng situations 
and coping or avoidance behavior. Subjects were g~n , copies . 
of 
. 
homework ' ~ contracts and a homework ·completion· chart their 
(see Appen~ixes J'& K) . ,/J -




-of · any problems encountered during ho~e. practice. Again, * 
primary empJ.sis was placed_, ~n .practici!)g • the_ diap~'lgmatic . #1. 
breathing techniCUJe and . correc1:1ng any . e_rrors. · Subjects 
' ... D • 
1>racticed slowing down their · respiration rat$'. during -. this' 






.. : ... 
, . 
. / J>ersonal~y · ~de~tifi'ed/ -~nxiety-e~king situation and riote 




' 0 • ' • 
as a way of _incre~sing subjects' awareness of the'effect 'th~t 
anxiety-arousing situations have 
homework·aga~n _ was assigned. 
' on respiration,. 
. 
The same 
-~ession three. •This ... sess,ion followed 'the same' ·format ·as 
session tw~. However, when; ask~d - t~ ;itqagine their ·feared.:.-' 
1
_ 
situation, subjects were asked to try to·keep ·their breathin~ -. 
-~- -·-- · slow, . regular, •. an~ deep. AS . .- veil, subjects· practiced 
diaphragmatic breathing while standing, ~al)$ing. __ ·and j~gging 
in place.· ~is :is 'sugge!lted by I~nocenti .C19_66) as -~ way of · 
enhancing generalization of diaphragmatic breathing · · ~o 
• everyday_s1tu~t1~~s. ~iscussi~n ,nd ~~ggestions ~or continued . 
use of ~iaphragmat~c .breathi~g followed) .. The same ~omevork 
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The' .-ontrol ,_program . was also conducted for 1 three, 
.... . \ " 
one-hour sessions,· and al~o designated as 'anXiety manage=ent 
. . . 
train~ng'. Time .a~4 -att~ntion ~qu~_ alent to that given to the
0 
experimental . . group were allocat , . Subjects , received . a 
. , ' ,. 
handout on str4ss and anx~ty · "lusive _. of . any specific 
. ~ 
. . ;,- . . ,. 
relaxation . ins~ctions (see ·_Appendix H) . · Sub~~cts we~~ told 
• in es.ence that ·"information ~out anxiety arid relaxation wil~ 
• ~ 
bel~ ·you to decrease anxiety and increase relaxation". 
,._ 
Discussion of anxiety, anxiety-related • probiems, and 
I 
-. non-specific coping strategies took place. Subjeets were told 
<;1;} 
that everyone has the ·capacity to relax but they must let it 
,, . 
• 0 .--
... ,. o • - · •· II . ~ · 





~:, ~· ' 
l i• 
~ · . 
<· t.'• . 
. ; 
.• 
I',' . • 
. l 
. ----
.subjects were asked to ·relax· as best · as theY'· could. Homework 
consisted ~f relaxing twice a day on their 0:,;;,. and to keep.· 
.the · anxiety diary described .above. Control subject_s were also 
· -" 
given . copies . of homework contracts and homework completion 
~rt.:--·-The Anxiety Scale (postr~la'xation) · ,:,as administered 
.. 
after ·the first and .last self~relaxation sessions to· dete~ine 
. ; \ 
_ __th,- effic•cy of this techniCN•· At the end· !cf the third 
. -
_ ... -
session subjects· were scheduled for the second str~s-test. 
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The research design ~n this study was a pretest-posttest 
I ' 
. I 
control qr-oup design , . (Bee~, Andrasik, & Arena, 1984), 
---
- . 
controlling for non-specific ·_variables such as 'expectancY: 
Data were anl\lYZ!Jd ·using the Sta1;~stical Package for the 
S~cial Sciences (Nie, Hull; Jenkins, ... Stelnbr«ner, & Brent, 
. , ... .. 
1983); · arid the • Biomedic~l- Data , Package _(Dixon, W., 1983) . 
·Results relevant to ~he bypotheses are presented first for 
, . . ' 
self-report me~sures, then for physiological measur.es. 
Finally, data collected from the . postexperimental 
questionnaire are presented, 
. 
providing some sense of how 
'• 
.. $ubjects perceived ·their re~pective treatments. All analysis 
of variance 'tables are .. shown in Appendix N. 
I 
. subjec~ Cbaracteristics 
S~jects were first matched according to se_x, .· age, and 
. . ' . ·. 
cigarette co~sumpt~on, then . randomly-assigned -to ·-~,ither the 
experimenta or control condition. One-way · analyses of 
---- . - j 
, 
,variance t(AN , ~As) performed on age and cigarette consump,tion 
confirm th\t th re were no · significant· differences ~et~ 
. . \ . . 
groups ·on 'these vari~les. The exp~rimeneal group consisted 
of nine subject~ (four -males, five females), six of wbom had 
received . prior •treatment for anxie,~L:~elated problema . The 
.control group also consisted of nine subjects (three . males~ 
. ,. . .. 
six' females) , · five . ot whom had received p_r~~r treatment for 
' - .. . 
anxiety-rel_ated problema. Thus, both groups· were of simil•r 
_l. 
composition· with respect td se'x· an4 '"prior treatment, for 
.... ~ . . . . 
.• 
~ .. 
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Although sUbjects were as~igned randomly to the two 
-conditions, one-way ANOVAs between groups were computed for 
. . ~. 
. . " .. . 
all pretest measures to check on t}leir initial .comparability ... 
,, 
Table' i p~esents the data from ~is analysis. The two 9r~ups 
were comparable·'on all vari-ables except for Qthe- main phobia 
' ·, \' ' . . 
scale of the Fear Questionnaire, · F (1, 16) =6. 28·, p< .OS. This 
. . 
indicated that experimental subjects were more likely to avoid 
' 
· anxiety-~vo~ing situations than~re ~o~~rol subjects. Thus , 
subsequent analys~s of this ~iable includes a covariate 
adjustment • for the difference in initial · scores. All• 
. - . 
sel~-report measures taken during the pretreatmen~ and j 
posttreatm~nt sessions 1neet the :ass~tion. of homogeneitY of · 
variance between groups, as determin~ by Bartlett-Box F 
probability values greater than .OS,. · 
•• - '!<-
..1' 
.Ctedibilit.¥ .eli Conditions 
. . 
Both groups rated ~their .respective programs ,as highly 
.. . . 
credible. A. preliminary one-way ANOVA . computed for 
. Cre~iblity Questionnaire scor.es 'revealed no ~ignificant 
di f!erence between groups on dte . over a 11 ·s~ore, F (~, 16) =. 26 , 
p=t .62, (see Table 1). So~ groups held equal · be~ie!s 'in . the 
. . . . 
power and elfective~~ss of the treatments, F(1,16) = .59, 
p=.45 and their expectation' for improvement, F(i~16)= .02, 
• p=r.88, 
~eir respective . treatments 
e:rlly willing to re.comm~nd 
. t fr ienda with · anxiety 
- ' . 
• 
·-
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Table 1 
' Between group compariso~s on demographic variables 
and initial self-report measures. 





m~an s.d. mean . tf.d. 
-.-
Education (yrs) 13 .. 1 ' 2 .8 12.3' 2.3 •. 41 .53 
.. 
Age - · 
Ciqarett~/day 
C~edibili,ty Questionnaire 


























. 55.6 8.6 







anx./dep. 21.1 1.8 26.0 7.2 
.... : 
m~~-- phob.ta Jl/f • • • 7 . q. 1. 1 . 5 . 1 1. ~ 









. 26 .62 
2.67 .12 
.04 .83 
:99 . 33 
1.68 . . 21 . 
. 90 . 36 
1.43 . 25 
1. 92 "-18 
6. 28 .02 
1. 77 . 20 
.. 
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-· . ' 
problems~ F(1.16)=.28~ p=.-61. It is unlikely therefore. that 
tbe between ... , group differenc~s 
levels of expectations. 
... '\.., 
Self-Report Measures 
-i' - ----- ·- -- . - ·-·. 
found are due to different 
It vas predicted that... the e?CJ)eri_p~e~ta'l condition wou.ld be 
superior· to the •control . condition ·in decreasing various 













self-report · measures of anxiety. To .test . this prediction 1 · a .2 , . 
(group) 'x 2 (session) repeated measures ANOVA was~omputed for 
~ 
each dependent variable. Table 2 preselltS means and standard 
deviations for •each. self-rl!f)ort measure,. and the F and p 
values ~r the grou~ x se~sion interaction. indicating whether 
' the ·two treatments • differed ·in impact. In most cases a . . ' 
' decreasQ. it:' score from pretest to post~est indicates a 
.... ~ d~rease i~ anxiety as m~~sured. by each ·test. . For the ·Anxiety 
Scale however I an increase in score. indicates a greater degree 
ot' relaxation. Analyses revealed significant group - ~ sess~on 
' . 
'4 
. . .. -•, ) ---
interaction effects !~r' two variables; the Somatic Inventory 1 
.· F(1~16)=8:651 . - p<.OS., and. the Anxiety Scale (prestress). 
. .. ' . 
F (1,16)=4.92~ p<_.os. In partial support 9f the hypothes.is, 
' . . . . . .... . ,.. 
these .. findinga d:~nstrate that .the . e~erimental conditi~n ·was . 
. ~ ' 
more effective -"tban the control condit~on in; (a) ·reducing a 
. ~. ·' ~ 
ae~f:..report m.as~~e .: of ;somatic . anxiety I and .. (b) increasing .. ~ . 
I 
I--
self-reported relaxation durinq -a stressful situation. ·Most .. 
. . 
~elf-rep~rt . ~aa_Y:f~-:! ~~wever . failed to sup~~rt the hypothes~a 
of' superior effects for the ~xper1mental group . 
r; .. . · - ' 
~ ' . 
1~ 
.· ' 
, A , .··~ Ao , . .. 
' ' 
\. , .. t : f ~ .. ::,_ /' . ! . • \. 
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Table 2 
Means and standard deviations of self-report variables, and 
~ F and p values . for the group x s-.sion interaction. 
Experimental · Control (G X S) 
~ 
' (n=9) (n=9) F p 
VARIABLE Mean s.d. Mean S.d. (1, 16) 
< ' . 
!PAT ~Q 
pre ' 48.11 10 .. 87- .55.67 8.63·1 2.40 .1~ 
PC?St ~ 4~.11 14.08' 55.44 .10.01 
SOMATIC INVENTORY 
pre 64.22 19.19 66.44 24.87 8.65 .010 
po~t · .. ~ 51.00 25.01 75.00 . 30.08 
-~ 
. STAI A-STATE 
pre · 69.22 7.08 65.11 10.18 1.83 . . 195 
post 47.67 20.~5 54.67 10.98 
ANXIETY SCALE • 
.... 
(prestress) · · ... 
pre :..2.74 3.16 , -.91 2.81 4.92 .040 
_post '4,48 3.64 . 2.46 3.37 
~ · ANXIETY SCALE 
(postrel~). 
pre 1.46' 3~75 0.02 2.57 ~ . 48 · .l~S 
po~t 6~79 2:25 3.78 ·2.98 . 
" . ' FEAR QUESTIONNAiiE ' 
.. ... , total phobia ' I 
pre · 47.00 18.28 58.11 21.0~ .1() ·.750 
post 30.44 11.38 43.~6 19.95 
· anxiety-depression ~.77 26.00 7.19 pr~. 21.11 . 02 .890 . 




7.00 1.12 . 1.96 ,1.92 .186 pr' post 4.22 2.49 4.44 , 1.94 ~~ · glob.al phobia 
"' pre 5.89 2.09 4.67 1.80 2.96 . . 105 
. post 3.22 2.~ 3.56 1.24 
... 
*includes a covariate adjustment for the significant 
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Although only two ~nteractions , vere significant~ analyses 
... 
I 
\ reveal8d ~ main . .1 . effects for the session 
.. 
- (pretreatment-posttreatment) ~actor on the _STAI (A-state), · the 
• Anx~ety Scale (Prestress and postrelaxation) , . and the Fear 
. . 
<• 
0J.estionnaire (total phobia, ·, anxiety-depression, and globa~- ~ \, . . . ' y. 
phobia sca-les) . These: findings. sug~est 'that; (a) over:-a~~ -• . ~e/ 
·. tre~tineri~ were effect~ve · in .de~reasing ~ix of t~~i~e . 
. . . 
self-report' me'ilaures, · and (b) most o'f the .. measures were 
I . .,. .. ··--;, / 
sensitive to decreases ~n ·am:ciety level over· ·a short perio4 of 
. . 
. ti~. ' However, since test·. reactivity . . o:r subjects·. 
; ' $ . ' . -. .. . ' 
.expectation• c~uld account ~9r · ~hes~ changes between sessions, 
nothinCJ. '•. can be concluded from these rec;ults -"in terms of the 
. -- · · \ '~- .· . 
· relative . effectiveness of the two conditions. No analysis .was 
. . 
per f~rmed ; ori the. data · .obtain.~d fr~m th.,Arlxiety Diar'les as 
.. ·) ... . . . ?'.. .,.c:mpllance vas vary low for this measure. 
/. · . · Ps¥Mopb¥siolog1cal Me!l.aW:aa 
._ · .. 
, • 
~· 
~ .. ' 
• Two cateqor,ies of physioloqical 
during the laboratory sessions; 
activity were assessed 
tonic - levels over three' • 
per~ods ('baseline, antic~pat~on, a~d r~coverY) •. a~d specific 
·. ~ ·-. reactions to ' the strf,!lssor. Tonic levels· of activity consisted 
of r~spiration ra~e and· depth, h~art rate, and frequency of 
_,_, ,.,... 0 . 
spontaneous skin conductance respoJ:lses (SO.s). 
. , , . . - . ..... 
~' . ~ . 
·· reactions consisted ·of heart ·.i rate accelerations and 
S~cific 
. . , 
decelerations, and Sat amplitude and recovery time. , 
' .,. .. : 
Ag.lin, al~ough sUbjec~s were randomly assigned· to . each 
~~. . . 
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physi~logical measures .. to determine ho~_comparable the .groups 
were at pretreatment. Significant initial differencea·betveen 
.• 
groups wer~ found ·on two physiological measures; thoracic 
respiration depth, ·r. (1.,·16)=6. 3, -p< ~os~ and sat recovery . time, 
I • • ~ I ' ' 
FCJ.,l~)=s_.~l, p<.OS _.· _subsequent between· · group ianaly~es · tor 
• • I .. • • ' ' • ' ' •,:·•~ 
these measures . include · covar late adjustments · for the · ,: 
dif_f~rences in ·initi~i scores ... · · • ' ... 
/m~a 1 yses w~r:-e then under.taken -t~ . . ~ . . .. answer -e-wo. questions, 
• I • 
·whether: (a) tonic ·physiological · activity· · increased 
'significantly over bakeline .levels in anticipation of, a ~~ud~ 
. . . 
p~ercing. · nois~. · and (b) . the exp,~lmental condition was more 
·effective .than the~at;tention control condition in dec;reasing'-· .. · 
._ .. 
the variO\Io.S indices oj physiological 
takeri during pretreatmen1;: 
arousal. ·All 
. . 
·physiological measures and · 
' pos.ttrtlatment ·' ·labo~atory sess1o~s llljlet the assumption of 
. • • I 
I I • • 
homo gene 1 ty of va_r lance between gr-.oups, as det~r::mi 
. . . . .. . 
Bartlett.-Box F probability values greater than :05; 
.... 
I o 
. Subjective appraisal of the stres..J_o.r was obtained .. 'Sr ·· a . 
. . ;.- .. . . . 
~atinq from one (not at all) to ten (e.xtremely) of how·noxlous .. · 
. . . 
~he ·subject fount! · ~ t to be. · Both qro~ps felt that . tHe n~'ise .. 
'was . 'mod~rately . . ·d~stresaing as in4icated by a mea~ . rating. ~f .. 
. ., :55 for the exper~mental group . and · ·:,. 22 ·for · ~he cont!rol 
~9Toup. ... . l· 
·.· . ·j' 
. .. 
P~riod EftoCt~. .-It was e~cted that anticipation of the . 
. : j '· 
stressor (loud . to!'e) 'would produce increa8es over baseline . 
If ~~ ~ ..... 
level if' in toni_c p~yaioloqical a~tivi~. Tables 3 to 6 present 
• 
means and standard ~~~lations of to~~c phy•1~log1c~l meaaur~a · 
. : . ,. , " 
across ·the three _ .. ~periods · · (baseline, . anticipat~ori, : and1 · ~· • ... i .: .:. 
• 1 ' \ ..,-; . 
. ·.-:-- :!< 
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Means and standard devia~ons of ~espirati6n rate for 
experimental and con'trol conditions across 
periods and between sessions. 
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~ . Means and standard deviations of respiration depth 
m~asures for experim~ntal and contr~l conditions 
~cross , periods and between- sessions. 
\• . 
VARIABLE 
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Experimental (n=9) .· 































· ,. mean s.d. 
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.. ., .· 
Means and standard deviations of heart. rate measures 
for experime~tal and ._contro~ conditions across 
' ,-; ~ periods and between sessignS. 
, ..... 
.. 
VARIABLE: I • 
EXper !mental 
-~ . 
· (n=9) · 
mean · s . d . - · 




Recovery . \ . . 
sej~ion 2 M 
Bas.eline -. 
Antici}:»at'ion 
Recovery . . . 




· Anticipation . 
. RecoverY. : 









' 83. 77 
. '87 .52 
85.41 
74.16 
























· .... Control . 
· (n=9) 
mean ..--. . s . d. 
..... 
79.46 13.ZO 
80.94 \ 1o.e5· 
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Table 6 
~ .;_ Meana ,and _standard d~iati-ons o.f the freq\lency of 
'- ./ . p~7"' . • ·spc;mtaneous skin conduct~~~e _responses )for 
' ·\. exj)erimen_tal .and· controi cond.itions across 





• · (n=9) 
mean · s.d. 
Control (n=9) 
. mean · s .d.· 
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recovery)~ To determine if siqnifican a~ousal ~E_U:rred 
'l '-..-........._ 
-during _ the antici.pation •period, a 2 (grou x 2 (session) x 3 
(period) repeated measures ANOVA vas calc lated for each of 
t+ese measures·. M'\1n effects fo~ _the . per~od factor were 
r~vea1ed !or . two measures; thoraci.c espi~ati.on depth, 
I 
E'(2,3~)=3.47, p<~OS; ·and peak heart rate, (2,32),~4.55, 'p<.OS. 
. -
............ Figures 1~ and 2. show · changes across for thoracic 
; ' 
-· ,, . 




. . , 
respiration depth an~. peak -'heart rate 
for b~th measures the exper im~ntal . grou 
incre~se in arousal _du~ing the .ant~cipation 
.. ' ' I • , ' 
ins~ance was t _he period x qroup inter~c~ion 
Although' 
' shows a greater 
period, · in ne 1 ther 
s~gtl_j._ficant (see 
Append.ix N) • It ~ can be ~onc1uded thf\t the effectiveness of 
the ant1c.1Pat1o~ J!,er10~ -i.n prod;,.cinq ·~rousd \ wn , s;Ocifi.c to • 
certai.n measures.. with most toni~ physi.Jlogical act.ivity 
. \ 
_remai-~~ng una~fected ~y- the stress lilanipulatir - , . .. 
Between GrouP Effects. ~was . pred cted that. the 
-- • _____ :. _ l 
' ' _ experi.m~ condition ·would show greater de reases than the 
c~tral. condition on measures of pnysiolo.qi.ca activfty ·;an~--( · ' \. .. 
reacti.vity ' between sessions. To determine . hether thi.s W~S~ . 
the case, group x session interactions were as essed for each 
. > - . 
physiologic~l me~suri ·(see App~ndix N) . A si .ificant 9t:oup ~ 
11 
' ' . ~ . 
- session isteraction vas found only for re piration rate., 
~ ..-
F(l!.~6)~ 5.45, ·p<.Ol. To· confirm that this interaction was 
. ).,. _ 
1ndeed i treatment effect, · the groups ·wee - compar~ ·at : 
pretre~tment, F (1, 16) =2 .40, 
-
~. 14, · and pol!ttreatment, 
F(l, 1~) =21. 22, p< .001. ' . . Figura. 3 sh~~n mea:n r spiration rates 
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' ~~ ·peak ~eart rates for. experimental (••--4•) ;~ . 
--· 
' ~ . 
"' . an~ control ·c-.~ ~~ndi~ons across . 
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PRE'mEAl'MENT POSTTREATMENT 
FIGURE 3 ' . • 
• 
Mean respiration rates for experimental <••--••) and 
control ("'o-"'o) c6ndition_s across periods 
. ' 
t: and between' ••••1ol)• . · 
"· 
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. for both 911>ups across" periods and between =sessions. · These 
---results clearly indicate that· the superiority of the 
experimental ~ocedure in decreasing respiration rate. Most 
measurea~_tonic physiologi~al activity however failed to 
support . the ~othesis .. of superior e,ffects for the 
-- . ' experimenta~ gro~p. 
• Table 7 lists means ~and standarct- deviations for 
. . 






condition was not 
none of these interactioris attained ,, 
can be concluded·' that the. ~xperlmental 
I , . 
more-effective· in reducing measures· · o.f -
physiological reactivity to. the stressor. 
~-
Although only Qne interaction attained s1gnif1c~nce, 
analyses · ~evealed additional main effects for the session .. 
~r.etreatment-posttreatment) factqr on respiration rate, peak 
heart rate, ; ~requency of seas, and hear~ rate decelerations. 
Decreases in tonic physJ..~logical arousal as measured by 
.... . . 
respiration rate, ·peak heart rate, and ,frequency .of SCRs were• 
noted .over all subjects. Curiously, although an increase in 
heart rate deceleration was e~cted, subjects ' demonstrated 
decreases on .this ·measure of physi\loglcal reactivity. These 
findings suggest that for · m~st measures of tonic activity, 
--~ubject~ showe4 le'ss arou~a\ during the 'second stress-test . 
·: . 
• ifovever, · neither treatmen't w~s effecfive !~educing .specific · 
· phyaioloqical responses to the stressor itsel~ 
.. 
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Means and ~tandard deviations of pHy~ioloqical reactivity ~/ 
measures ~nd F and p values for the qroup by 
·-




. · (n=9) , 
·:: ·JQean a·. d. · 









t · 2,56 
.!.2.33' 
SKIN CONDUCTANCE RESPONSE 
Ampl~tude 












Control (G x S) (n=9) · F 
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6.46 0.00 l.C>Cr' 
5 . 68 
.52 .OS .8.2_ 






2.53 .1.37 . 3.44 
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Although data from the posteXperimental qu~stionnaire 
. 
(see Appendix E) 'were not subject· to statistical. analysis • 
. 




Subjects. vere asked first what -they -.especially liked 
• 
about -their , respec:i':'e programa. _i "In the ~rea thing therapy 
qroup, five subj_.c::ts stated. "the pot'it:ive effects", two stated 
"the ·relaxation periods", one stated "the simpli~ity-ot' the 
technique", and one liked the "explanat.ton.. given for 
( . . 
breathing". In the control group, five . subjpcts liked talking 
-- ,. 
about their problems, three stated "the. care shown to the 
I 
.cl-ientS:; and one liked "learnin~ . inf~rmation about anxi'ty'-'. 
. . . 
• • 
.. When asked what · they d seven experimental 
subjects responded that the ng they did not like, 
. ' 
.. 
, . one felt t]lat ;t~e proqram vas to~ sh~if· a?d. one ~i\:1 . not like 
the. laboratory sessions. · ··Four contrpl s~jects responded that 
~here vas nothing · t~ey did n~t like, three felt it vas . too 
. 'I - • ~ • ' 
short, one did not like speaking aloud in the group, and qne 
~elt there vas ,t~ much paper work involved. ; ·-, ,.4 
Six experimental subjects reported that the fl/l'ogram · met J 
.. 
their expectations and · three reported that the program 
\ ~ 
excee~ed their ~xpectations. Eight control ~ubjects reported 
\ ·that ·the _program ~t ~heir . expectations ~nd one reported that 
. .. . i it . did not meet her expectations. . . · 
The fourth quest~on asked ·. for suggestions to improve . . the 
. 
. . 
progt~. · Five e~rimental subjects made no suggestions for 
- . 
· iaprovement, two felt there should be a foll~vup, 
. . 
. . 
.. . : · . ... , ' ,' .. 
,·· ' -
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more reading ma~eri~l, and on""" w_ant~d more qroup discussion. 
. In the contro~ group, five sUbject.s suqgested the ·'"'program be 
of longer duration, and four made:.. no sugqestions for 
improveme.nt. 
, 
Finally, when askep how ad,quatejprofessional tlte 
\ 
therapist :was considered.to be, subjects on all acc~unts rated-
.  
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/ The discussion is-pre~ente~ as follows: . ~iscussion of 
. ' 
the--- findin•gs, including _··alternative explanations of the 
' . 
redults; limitations of the study; · conclusions; implications 
tor further research; and finally, ~~ contributions of this 




Piscussion aL.tba Results 
. ' .. . 
The .primary hypothesis ' tested -by this research project -is 
. ' tl"' ' . 
that a breathing therapy· program is more effective in reducing 
self-reported anxiety~ and somatic arousal than an attention 
·-
control . program. · To test --this hypothesis two equivalent 
group~ wer'e co!DP·ar:ed on a· · variety· ·of · -self-report and 
psychophysiological. measures,_· before and after three therapy 
. . 
sessions. Differences between groups can cpnf_idently be 
. attributed to treatment 'effects as; (a) both groups held equal 
' \ 
. ~xpect~tions r~garding the power~and effectivene~s of their 
respective programs,- · and (b) _ initial values on all variab~~-
. . 
· were ~ontrolled by matching, random group assignment, ·and/or 
' . . . '. ' 
c.ovariate ,.a,djustment's. ·Results support the hypodtesi~ th~t 
t ) 
br,eathing _thera~ vas more effective than the control 
' 
' j, .. ' 
condition in (a) · decreasing respiration r~te, (b) reducing . 
... syuipto~ of hyperventilat~on .as measured' by the Somatic· 
• Inv~nt~ry, and (c) · increasing feel!ngs of relaxati~n during 
. 
. the .laboratory sessions as i~dlcated by the Anxiety Scale; 
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·~br-eathing therapy program was indeed effective,in aitering 
· r.espiration ~atttSrns ~f s~jects. Experim~n~ai a~s . w.~ 
. , ve~ successfu~· in _,lowi_nq thei_r respiration rates durlnq the 
·~cond stress-test. 'They also reported greater ·awareness of 
their bre~thing patterns, ~nd ~creasing · cQmfort . with 
diaphragmatic respiration over ~he therapy sess~ons. . lthough 
• • •. ' . -c., 
• c~anges in respiration depth measure.. fai~ed to . a ain 
statistical slgnificance, the experimenta~ qroup di 




thoracic depth between "· seas ons 
. , ~... . . \ 
shqwed · ·· virtu~lly no 
whereas control subjects' 
• 
in . depth measures . · · The 
.e>ePerimental manipulation may ass~ed. to be therefore be 
.~ 
superior - than the . ~ontrol condition . in' decreasing respiration . 
# ·· . • 
rate in anxious subjects. It appears clear that this traini~g 
-program ·waseffective in alterin~preathing patterns: Since 
· variables such as therapist ...... ·attention. and non-specific \.: ~ ' 
·· relaXation · were 'rigorously controlled, the .between group 
- .. 
. . 
-·-- differences in self-T.eport measures-discussed below, are most 
~ikely attributable to differences in respiration. • . l · 
.. 
. Subjects,. in th~ e,cperimes:ttal condition. ·s~oJed . a . / 
significant decrease in. score on -the Somatic In'1ft~ry,_ ---,>. . _z. 
whereas·~ontrol subjects showed-an increase -in. score on this ·\ 
. . .--r.. ,. .. . • ; 
·measure • . · Accor~ing. to Lehrer an~ Woolfolk (1982_), a .lower· ,... 
score on·· this ihventory . indicates a decr·ease in frequency of . 
.. 
symptoms . associated Jd.th ~< hyperventilation. ·Aa most ·of the 
. 
items on this inventory are not obviously associated with ... · . 
respiration;o it is unlike1y that ·~jecta; e~tation• 
~egarding brea~ing therapy inf~~~ir 'aco~7•·· It 1• 
l . • .... , 
. . : .. . . ~ ·~ . 
I . 
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more probable . that changes in subJects' respiration patterns I . 
were instrumental ~n decreasing th/e symptoms . · 
According to scores on the Anxiety Scale, experimental 
. . / 
subjects also showed a · su~rlor ability to relax during a 
moderately s~r~ssful(. ~~~ (stress-test) using their 
breathing techniques. It may be that slower, deeper 
·respiration enhance's -~elaxation· by dec~_reasing ppysiological 
• 
cues as~ociated with anxiety. Als~, by consciously focusing 
to 
·-




' ) . 
It was also hypothesized that a~t~cipation of a stressor 
___.,.. :.. . . . . v, 
(loud tone) .would ·produce arousal over baseline levels on 
measures of tonic · physiological ··. activ_i ~. The expectation ~as 
t~at. physiological effects of breathing therapy would~~ · 
.· reveal~d more clearly during a stressful situation . (Lehrer~ 
.. 
1~78}~ · Unfortunately however, no . ~irm conclusions can be 
·drawp from the data regarding the efficacy of thp anticipation 
period in producing . significant .physiological arousal , 
•· Results were varlable,- ·-~ith·· most ~asures showing .very .;:~ittle 
. . 
change over the thr84!t periods. Period effects were shown only · 
for thoracic respiration depth and heart rate measures . 
HOwevir, these ch~~qes wer~ not consistent between . group~. and 
sometimes reflected a,.·decrease 
. . .--
in · arousal11 instead of the 
expected increase. . 'lbere are 
~ ... 
severa1 explanation~ for the 
. . 
general lack of significant arousal over periods. Possibly, 
as ah~wn by ~ther i~;~~-tiga~~ra (Harris -et ·~l:· ,' 1976; Ho~ 
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in inducing physiological 
indicated that they found the 








A~ though subjects 
to ·b&t moderately 
noxious. they may have reacted more to .airicipation of an 
electric shock. A more like~;~lan~ion is that .. subje~ts · 
were anxious to begin f~ith. It is probable that~beirig wired . . 
. ,
.~P to polygraph ~qu~pment in\a~losed, ~familiar laboratory 
w.~.!--· a . suffJ..ciently stress{_ul . situation in itself. possibly 
causi~g higher baseline . levels of physiologica~ activity • 
· According ~o Wilqer .(1~57) ":the higher th~ initial level of , 
physiological activity,_the· smaller . the arousallGllr~sponse to 
. ~ . .; . . . . . 
stress. · As subjects' .baseline lev.els of toni_c·,activity did 
~ . . . 
appear to be ' fairly high. perhaps a longer acclimation · 'period 
. . 
.. would have lowered these levels, permitt_ing ~eater arousal 
" during anticipation ; It.. remains uncertain · however whether 
·greater arousal. during the ant~pation period would have 
increased-differentiation ot·treatment effects. 
- , • ,;,r • 
. ,. 
Mai~~fec~s t for the ~ession (pretreatment-posttrea~ent) 
factor were found for several self~~eport and physiological 
. ' 
variables. For all o~ these measures exc.~py_one (heart . . rate 
deceleration), the changes between sessions reflect a decrease 
. . . 
in arixiety/aro~sal ·for sUbjects in~oth ·groups. 
. \ . ~ . . . 
Accord~~-~ to the ~xiety Scale, . subjects in both 
conditions were able to relax more before the· second 
stress-t~.compared tC? the illit~ai ~ne, . , during th~: · last 
therapy session, compare.d to the first. Thus, althouglt'the 
breathing technique produced~ a -greater degree 
.during .a stressful situation ·(atresa-te$t), 
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en{iron~nt · (re~axation sessions). Although the increase in 
self-r~orted relaxation co~ld _ be du~ to /a~~liarity ~ith each 
situation, or to subjects' expecta_tions ~f improvement, it is 
also probable that both gro~s were.~le to relax using their 
respec~il . ·techni<tt:tes_. Control subjects,· although not given 
d,tailed in.structions, were likely able to relax by just 
sitt"ing .. . quietly, especially ·{since they ·had practiced doing 
'· - . I . •' . 
this twice daily for two weeks. · Find!~ by Potlak and Zeiner 
(~_?79). ·~upport the :bontention that ~~1;· s~tting quietl~ c~n 
promot" r,el~ation. It may _ also be that contra 1 subjects · 
techniques althoUgh ---
• 
their own 'effective -r:elaxation 
. . 
information about this was no~ elicited. 
- I! 
~~ 
Significant decreases in score& wer.e al~o_-fo~d over all · 
. ......., .. . 
subjects on the S~ate · Anxiety Scafe, and the total.phobia, 
.. 
anxiety-depression, and global phobia scales of the Fear 
. . 
Questionnaire. For· the· most .part;· these cnanges' .re.flect an 
increase .ttlii.Dility to cope with anxiety-evo)Sin~ ' si'tuatio~s . 
... 
very ' few subjects filled :out the ~iety Diaries however ; 
' 
· . J.t l was not possible 
. . . , 
c~p.inq behaviors . 
to compare these se)f-repo~ts with actual 
·-\ · 
measures showing significant b,itween 
. . 
consisted of respiration r.ate, peak heart 
. . . 
.- .P~ysioloqical 
. . ' .·- . " - . ~ 
session reducti~ns 
rate • . and frequency of seas. ntese decreases probably reflect 
- ... . .. 
le•• ... ~_anxiety regarding ~he nature of . the stress-te~t. and 
correspond to sel~-·reports of greater relaxation during t he 
second laboratory session . 
.... 
. ' . 
'' 
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Many· self-report and physioloqit~l measures faile~ to 
differentiate the groups, or to show expected changes between 
. sessions. It may be informative to examine why hypothesized 
... 
results~did not occur. 
. '• ,. 
r 
Both .abdomina~ and thoracic respiration depth mpasures 
failed to differentiat~!{e groups . at posttreatllle.nt. Due to 
the ov~rlearned natur~ of r~spiration~patterns ~ perhap~ it is 
•• 
unreasonable .. to expec~ . the mC¥Jnit~d.e of depth change that 
. · .. 
would yield statistical significance, in just· ' three therapy 
s.essions. Lum {1976) has .reported· that it m~y ta}(.e up to a 
,. ~ . . , 
y_ear .tor effective .alteration of thoracic ~reath.inq .. Perhaps . 
then, greater depth ~banqes would have been attain~d with a 
longer program. It may· also be that the decrease shoWn ;in 
respiration rate among experimental. subjec~s was insufficient 
to effect a · concomitant change in ~epth. Perhaps a sl·ower 
respiratio~ rate (7 or. 8 cycles per minute v~rsu~ 12) would 
' have produced .a compensating increase· in abdominal tespiration 
depth. It is also possible that, had · the change i~ 
respiration depth been greater for the eXperimental ~oup, a. 
stronger heat rate effect would have occurred. Sroufe (1971) 
and Wood and Obris.t (19t4) ha'le demonstrated that i~ is 
_.. .. 
re~iration depth not r~a~e~wwh.ich exerts a primary influence. 
·{n heart rate. ' ·• · ' ,. 
\ Cardiac accelerations to stimuli are typ~cally 
interpreted as components of . a defensive reflex, wherea,s 
c ardiac decelerations are in~rpreted . as components Qf an 
orienting ·: reflex to stimuli (Or~da arfd Cli.t .ton, 19~) . · The 
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Page sa I 
subjects were subjectively less anxious and showed lower 
'· levels of physiological 'rousal during the second stress-.teat, 
• 
~ 
it was expected that they would show a greater decelerative 
-
response to the stimulus. Lehrer et ~1; (1980) state that 
the emission of an orlentinq reflex in re_sponse to a: stressful 
stimul~s . ~y reflect t~f~~t.~at the person ~as a strategy 
for coping with the ~stress.- This apparently was not · the ca~e 
· since overall, a sign~fican~ - decrease 
dece).eration oc;:curred between · se8si'ons. 
· (1978) · suggests, chronic anxiety inhibits 
in heart . 'rate 
,· . ~ 
Perhaps ~s L~r 
the · .person from 
emitting orien~ng reflexes _to . stress_ful situ~tions. Indeed· 
. for both groups t e ... . predominant cardiac response.. for each . 
• • 11 • '. 
session · was . accelerati~n. , Another possible· explanation is 
. t~at __ the lowest poststimulus heart rate used· in• -~ the 
· calculation of ~eceleration was taken wit~in ten seconds af~er 
stimulus ·onset. Possibly a Feater decelerative 
would have occurred ' if. this" ten · second . period 




accelf:'r-~ive response -occurs almost_ -imm!!diately after sti_mulus 
. . ... . ·- · .. 
··onset whereas· a decelerative,. response continues for as · far as 
. . . ( 
twenty pulses aft~r stimulus onset. 
Final~y, the lack of effect o·~ : respiratory modification 
·on · the Sat is surprising q_i'ven Harri~· · et . al. 's · ·.(1976) 
demonstrat~on of _reduced S~l~tude to st~ess . f~ slo~ 
~ . ... .... . 
. i;f;"., .. breathing ~;li\.abjects. However aga1"" it must ):)e noted that 
" ~· ~~~ ~ .. . . 
Harri~ et al. (1976) used _· nonanxious _college students in 
contrast to the anxious subjects in this .study .. . · It seems 
-'F.ob.d,le .th.~ _liilbi ~uation · t~-"'1. :. stianilus is ~iowed or prevented .. 
I# 
. . 
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by high leveis of 'anxiety. (Lader and · ~ing, ' 1966). 
~ - ' ~ ~·,· 
. ( 
It .~s difficult to draw definitive conclusion~ !rom the 
I • 
results of ~he postexper~mental questionnaire . . -OVeral·l, it 
. . . . . . 
appears that experimental subjeets rated their · program 
higher ~han contr~l subjects rated theirs.~~vever~. ~ 
. 
in all );)ut one case, bot:h pr~grams met 0~ : ~xce811~ ;~~t;as ~ 
. ..
. • 7"'-;. 
. ~· 
·· -
expectations. Control subjects generally felt that~ir ·. •.• . 1 
. . . \ . 
0 f ' longer, • duration 1 'whereas most Q f ' the ' .. ~ 
. ·~ep~rted. benefits . af~e~ ~ree. sesaio~s ~ ' .. 
program should be ~ )._ 1,' 
·exper imel')ta:,l 
. ... . . . ... 
the different nature of· each p~ogram; .or:te 
• 
structured, . the other , ~ontrol) .l~s~· .·~~· · . ._ .:.f3?th ·. · 
.. ·. . .... . . 
groups rated·. the .. therapist v~ry1 .fav~rably: This de.cre~ses the . 
Jliklihood th~ therapist expectations·influenced~the outcomes 
This may 
being h,t. 
of this study. ': 
. . 
.... • ,lo 1 ~· • 
rimU:ations g.f ~ St~ ,< f. ·. ~ 
several~mitatlonil of this 4'tudy ar;.e • appa~~nt·, 
, :.· deCreaSing. the stren~ of results arid•of conclUsion. v~ich 




, effects on many variables. Given the anxious -n•ture of ~he .. · ,_ ,. 
sUbjects, it is probable that more .practice. of- the~reathinq 
. . ' 
techniques would haye enhanced treatment effects~ t · . ·. y ·; 
· : Followp ·assessment Qf subjeets w}lo took .. 
1 ~art ·ih~ ... thi~ 
~ .. • • ' • ' • .. ti 
'study would have provided 110~ .usef~· ilrtormation. A :tollowp· 
. ~ .. . . ;... . . . . . 
could have determin~d how li~ely subjects vere: to 'continue io 
use their .re,pec:tive techniqUes\ · It . would have . •hovn if 
I • 
'\ : 
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---- diaphragmat~c breathing wa,~a useful coping _technique 1fi the 
. . I . 
·long ·term, and if. it became the habitual mode of respiration. : 
, \ I • 
Finally. it may be that experimenter bias was not 
co~letely ·jontrolled as. both gtoups .were conducted by o~e 
. . ' -- ,, '\ 
" 
.. person ~ho was· not blind tb the nature of the study. · It ~s 
possfble that.~e ~~!earcher · l~duced greater~xpectations for 
imp':'ovement . in ~he exp~r~ar'tal group .than 
unlikely 
in ... the cpntrol 
group. However, · _ thi'S seems given t_,w ~qual 
ctedi~ility 1'\&tinqs of the co_nditions ·. and the equal· therapist 
rabtnqs on the postexperimental qUestionnaire. ,/--- · 





It may ~ concluded that th' ·breathing therapy proqram 
more effective t . than self-relaxation in 
.. 
r_!!Piration· rabi' and··Cer.tl\in .. s.e~_f-reporte~ ind~ces 
decreasing 
of anxiety/ f 
. . 
Although most of the measures . used in this s~udy did 
• 
not 
demQnstrate the superiority of the experimental condition, in · 
•no instance was the attention·co~~~nd~~on _ superior. It 
~oes appeer however tbat non-spec!~~ elemen~s of therapy have 
/ ben~f~cial effect itt reducing anxiety_, as well. ·A.S none of 
~e ph~ioloqic~l . ~asur~s, other than respiration rate, 
differenti~ted .between the~ two , treatme.t:s, it may be that 
• J 
- certain self-report mea~ures ar.e more sensitive to changes in 
. " . - . ,' 
anxie~ levels over bnief periods of ' time. This is consiaten~ 
·, 
with findings of other investigators (Clark, 1978; Mathews, y 
. 
· 1971) tha~ ' there is a considerable degree of dissociation 
. I ·-- I 
between physiological, behavioral, and subjective 
... · ·:" ' 
. !' , . • 4- ~· .,- ' ' , .. 
.<; 
. ·' 
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.. 
during treatment. ·Mathews (1971) 
components of anxiety ~~nd to change 
- 1 I 1 
\ .. r . .; "' 
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.--' 
I 
postulates ·that separate 
. I - , in differing amounts at 
1 
. '• 
different times. It · is prpbable that, 
program been more intensiv~, \and/or of 
had this research 
~ 
Jonger duration. 
greater changes in respiration rate and depth would have 
. _occurred, and the effectiveness of breathing therapy been more 1 . ... ----- . ' 
evidtlflt, 
Ig;>licationS" ~ Research · --
-Several opportunities fclr further rese,rch are suggested 
by this s~udy. Most ~ortantly, research n~ .to be .~one ~o 
test th~ continued effectiveness of breathing therapy pro9rams 
• • 0 - - • 
over time. ibis could be accomplisAed by an extended followp 
of subjects or ~ clients receiving diaphragmatic breathing 
•. 
instructions ..... It is felt that, sil)ce the techniques .. are easy 
• . - . :e., • 
' and reportedly .enjoyable to implement, people will persist in 
. U(J.i.ng them. However. t~is must be eatal5liahed . empirically. 
More extensive ~reathing therapy programs may be 
. necessaQt. to 
r,te and depth • 
institute long-standing changes in respiration 
StU4,iea o_f visual or auditory feedback ~f 
.... 
r~apiration patterns to improve training vould be a useful· 
addition to the literature in this area. 








. ' -· / . relaxe~ breathing patternst (rate and depth) shown to the on ~ 
. ' II v~deo monitor. A similar technt.que may be an effective 
. ./ ~ '.t . 
adjunct. to breathing therapy program. to~ anxiou• clientf. 
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ty,pea of anxiety management techniques such as medication and 
... 
.. 
of" ~rogre~sive ·muscle relaxation. There is no apparent risk 
•• . ·. 
harmful side effects with the use of breathing therapy as 
there is with medication, and clients may find it easier to 
learn tand " implement than progressive muscie relaxation . 
. . ·
Br~athinq therapy proqrams could also • be conducted with 
• .
various populations to determine differential effects of this 
.., 
intervention. For exa!P~e, chronic hyperventilators may 
ben:fit more from this technique than would those wi~h 
specific phobias. Another potentially beneficia! application 
- of diaphragmatic re~piration\ . is· as an -al-ternat!ve to 
maladaptive, anxiety-indue~ behaviors such 
'.. . . \ " ' . 




. ... -Finally, Grossman (1983) cites evidence relating , slow, 
. ' 
diaphragmatic . respirati~n · to health. cardiovascular 
. 
• Therefore~ breathing·th~rapy could have 1mporta~t implicati ons 





tlat te~ching at-risk populations the principles of proper ~ · 
breathing decreases 
"'· Grossman,· 1983) • 
. '\ ~ 





COntr{butiOns tA Dobaylor thor~ ~ 
-- 1 ... ",. I. 
~ia study a~so has ~ome !mplica ions for_the practice of 
behavior therapy . ly paying atte tion to an involuntary 
beh~vio~auch aa breathing, . • .therapist may~ able to acquire 
•ome useful infprmation about his/her cl!~nt. If a client is 
- extr~y anxious, the therapist can -qui~ly teach him,lher to 
'v ' 
' . 
( . ·~ ""' J _. &'!· ·· - · -- 1.... _... • • ~ .. ... • 
• 
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alter his/Iter respiration, bringing arueiety under control. 
. -~ . 
This ·may help establish rapport and make ·a client more, 
amen~le to further ther_apy_~" .... Thus diaphraCJ!D&tic breathing may 
'"- .. .. ' be used alone or 1h conjune.ti~n . wi.th oth'r behavioral 
- \ ,. . . - ,, 
techniques. Breathing therapy helps 'individuals attend . to the 
-~l~ternal, physical cues of ~iet.Y, . . ~s~cially brea~hing, 
r .ather than - ·a specific anxiety-art;~using stimulus. Therefore 
'I it iends itself well to group treatment ot· i.ndlviduals w1th 
diverse anxiety-related problema. Finally, as -1t is a simple 
, 
, tec~nique 'to learn and teach, breathing therapy can be. 
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-.THE ANXIETY SCALE 
.•.,;: 
... 
~ . . ~
~ .. :. · ~ . . . . ' ' 
Check 'the phrase which beat deaCJW,.bes·. how you 
. . 
have been feeling du~ing the past fev ,minutes. 
. ............. .. · . ' . ' . . . . 










I INDIFFERENT ., 
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UNSURE . 
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Check the'phras~ which best · desc~ibes.hov you 
. ' 
' . 
have~n f~l~ng. f~r ~ last ·few mibutea. 













NOT TOO BAD 
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·Check the phrase which beat describe~ how y~~ 
. ... ~ - :~5. 
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~ave been feeling during the l'aat few minutes. 
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. score each of tqe following symptoma.on a scale from 1 to 9 
' . . -·· /· . . . f - • 
'indicating its frequency of occurren~e; 1 indicates ~~t. it never 
... . 
happen~, 9 indicat.- th~~ the symptom is almos; always present. 
'· ' 




. •. ' .'ti 
.... 












.. .. ·::~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
• (~~the ra~y. , 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3 . . I feel diZZY.: .. 
. 
-1 . 2 3 \;.4 5 6 
. \ 
' 4. I exper fence chest pains. _ 
\ . ,. 






~ . 8 
,. 
"" 
7 8 9 


























1 2 3 -4 
. f 
My stomach hurt•. · 
1 2 3 4 
I e~r1ence .U• 




·'· v.· . 
. 
4 
3 \ '4 
I ·.1 . 
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lar .aehe• and paina. 
. 5 6 '.· -. j, . ~ . .-. 9 . 
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8. My IIIUScles tv! tch 014 jump~ I 
• 1 2 3 • 4 ·5 · ·6 7 
. ' My arms or legs feel stiff. JA~·, 
.. . . 
.10. 
~ . 
1' • 2 '3 4' 5 6 7 
l .hav~ di.;c~ swallowin~~ -
. . . 
• 
" ... 
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3 4 9 
\ 
7 6 2 5 8 .. \ '-.._ ·. 
12. I feel numbness in my face~ limbs or tongue. 
6 7 8 9 ... 
7- ~---,· / 
.. ~--·· 
.. ' 1 2 3 4 5 
• 
~4. ; · ,My heart pounds • 
t ~. 
1 2 . ~ 4 5 6 7 
• 




15. . I experience a tinql·ing sensat.ion somewhere 
-in rltf body . · <:!~ 
.. - y . ·J ~ 
~ . l 1 . 2 3 . 4 • 5 , 
~ .fly' th'\;.t v-t• dry. 
1 1.2 3 4 - ~ s 
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ANXIETY DIARY •• 
•. INSTRUCTIONS: Each. day. please indicate at least one 
• 
. situation · in which you~eel anxi~ua, uptight or ~tressed. 
Indicate •lso how-you felt and how you ~oped witq· the 
si'tuation. F)n~lly, rate yours~lf on: a scale of ~to 
. ' . } . . 
ten how well you feel you dealt with the aituatio11.· 
One indicates .tt&t you dealt poorly with the situation,/ 
. ten · indicates that you ditalt
1 




Situa~ion :' SJ;anding :in l~ne at the bank. 
Reactio~: Close to·pan1c. 
,. : 1 ,., 
·. 
O ~ · ...• 









. . . 
1 
.... 
• --..________ · Way of coping: I ·l'eft. · . . · i -~ . 
.. :;U: 
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. .atEDIBILI'lY QUESTIONNAIRE 
from Borkovec & Nau (1972) ' / 
. \,. · ~ . 
1. Howpowerful and eft'c~ive do· you believe ~s 
' treatment to be? 
1 2 ' 3.' 4 5 6 
' 
7 8 9 10 
• 
·. 
• 2.. How much · improvement do you e)(pect in your ability 
' 
to cope wit!'\ stress? '~...,. 
" • 
.. 
, o i 2 3 4 5 1· 8 9 10 
3 .. Holwtillinq would you ~·_to · reco~end this 
. . 
treatment'to a ~riend with, stress problems? 
. ~ .. 
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Appendix J.--. f 
·' .. 
a • . . 
. ' - '(. 
.,_ 
\ 
. POSn;xPERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
' . 
. . . ) j ~ . • 
.-- .· I ' J l ' ' 
If. anything, what d d you especially like about the 
program, _from initial. interview to stress-test~. 
~o therapy sessions? . 
... 
. ·-· If anything, what did· you dislike abdkt the · 
entire program? ~ 
. ' . 
.. · 
3. Did the therapy sessions meet/exceed/not _-meet your 
expec~,tio~? ~ How?·· · 
4. 
5. 
' •. ~ ' . 
~ . ' ' 
Do you 1have any suggestions for improvement of any 
aspect ot. this. program? . ~ 
,. ' 
·' 
• • How adequate/profe~sional did you· corisider~~he · 
therapist to be? · . · .·. r. 
. I . . . . . 
' . 
• 
_ .... 6. Would yo.u .like to be referred ·for additional 
therapy programs? If so, specify the area: 
a. assertion training . -
.b. social skills ·training .. · _. 
c. agoraphobia · 
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Appendix F 
ANXIET'f. MANAGEMENT TRAINING MANUAL 
"A harmonious mind matches a rather slow and 
regul§~ . ~· · respiration; a troul:Sled psyche 
. speedS U,E; the heart and · breathing rhythms . 
All'\. of- us · have experiencea--occurrence 
whenever we- -pant or are shor~f breath 
because of some sudden emotion. · ~ne state-
ment : is re~ersible: a slow, harmonious 
conscious breathing grea~ly promotes the 
mental faculties and the relaxtion of the 
mind.'f , 
S. Brena (1972) ,. 
~iety and rnsion are an· i~erent part of living in 
today's streasfu world. Al~oug~ it is neither pos~ible nor 
desirable to totally get rid of . these feeu:ngs·, it is possible 
and des.irable to decrease their frequency and intensity. This 
~~ . ' is.especially true ·for people who respond t~ ~any situations 
- .... , · with a great deal of anxiety . ·~iety reactions are also 
. . . . . 
, . known as the "fight or flight" · response. That ·is , cer\ain · 
bodily changes occur which prepare us to deal with ;'dan<1e~.'~r' 
·or stressful situations by either fighting or running away as 
.fast as,.' we -~~n.. AI. most of us have experienced, dur~ng this 
response, our bearts. pound, respiration ' incre_ases and we may 
get a . fee~ing'- .. of breathlessness. o~r palms sweat and in 
.. . . , 
.. 
gerieral, wfi fee.lc. ii isen,e· of _v~iy high arousal or panic·. This 
. . . -- ' . . 
is .an "~daptlve" !'esponse .as it . enabled our cavemen ·~.nceat;~rs 
" f f t 
· . . \l~ .. JI 
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' I , t • 
,• .. ,. . . .. · . ' 
· - ~owever, in our everyd~y · l!ves · we ra~ely have ~he opportun~ty . 
I ~, . , ' , . .,1 ' 
to f i ght back· ·in -or run ~ away from atre.aful situations . 
. ,_ 
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' ' .. 
', _. .. 
I • v 
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·collected while inside we ar_. churning with emotion although 
. . . 
unable ~o ~ct; to expel this pent up energy._ This is not on~y 
a very_. uncomfortable s~ate ·to be in; it mar be• .dangerous as 
well as it causes alot of w~ar -and tea~ on the body espec~ally 
. . "' . ' if -it hapJPens ~~9U~ntly. This_stress response _ ~ay cause a 
wide · vari~ty . of disorders includ;ng ulcers, high .·blo_od · 
pressure and cardiac troUble. As a matter of fact, i~ is · 
reported ~at- two-thirds of the pffice visits to family · 
~ - . 
• doctors are pr~t~d . by stress-related symptoms .. 
-Since many 9f the reactions 
physical, · it - makes sense---that 
involved · in _anxiety . ~e 
if we coul~ control ·thes•. 
responses;· we coul~control our anxiety. Unfortunately it is 
. ---·· . 
practically impossible~ to ~~will" our hearta.to slow down, or 
.. 
'· to stop a blush. However, 1 t lis . very · easy . to br inq__ our 
. I 
respiration ~nder vol.untary , control. Although breath~_ng is 
. 
· usually auto~tic (we don '.t need to thir:tJc to take a. brea.th1J, 
we can change it ;u~t by . qivi~g_ourselvea a command .... try 
. . i . .. . 
it .... take a deep breath, sniff, sigh . 
. \ . 
Volunt~ control of · respiration pa~erns (breath 
coritr·ol) · i~rhaps the ·oldest stress-reduction technique 
..... 
known. It has been used for · thousands of · years' to .r~d~ce -
' ·-
anxiety . and to promote a generalized state of relaxation. 
. ' . - .:.- ~ 
Voluntary breath control is an important. part of · Hatha · Yo;a , 
.. . ..... . . 
, . . . . 




relaxation techriiques . and natural childbirth. I~orta~t -
: , . -
" advantages of · uai~ this natural method of atreaa control are 
' ' • ' ~ .. • II 
I jl ,; ' 
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. . . 
• c·aua8d ~ by medication; and its a~ailability . VoluntarY breath 
\ . 
' ' ' . 
control can be used anytime, anywhere .. 
J 
f 
There are th~ee types of breathin; patterns which are 
'• ' t I 
called· clav ~cular, thoracic and diaphragaiatic .. Clavicular ani:' 
. -
thoracic breathing are·· shallow types of _ respiration Jl-llo.wlng 
• • 
air into only the UJ?per parts .of the lungs~ .. ~is is not very 
' 
efficient and -results in more rapid respiration ·to ob~ain 
sufficient oxygen. · HOwever, it bps been .noted that thoraci~ 
. r .espiratie...is· pr_obably the most common ·type. It also has 
been shown that thoracic, or _shallow, tapid breathing is-
related· t~ · feelings -~~ anxiety ~d it may even bring about the 
fight or flight response . 







It allows o'xygen to get to the lowest · parts 
/ . . 
. ' ~ the lungs where it is efficiently distributed throughout the 
r . . . . I 
'· . -· --~-- body via the bloodstream. · During the difaphra"gmatic .breath; · 
. ) . the . diaphragm ·(a thin. muacle·like atructur~ which aepara.taa : 
· · the thoracic ~nd abdominal cavities) flattens _ downward op,· 
.. 
' inhalation. ,-This forces air to descend into th~ lunqs"~~d at 
. . . . ' . 
the •~~:me . time l~ forces' the· organs ·i'ff-tll-e~~~men to be pushed· 
. . l - ' . . 
~own and ' t'orward. R~search evidence ~ho~s thai; this type of 
. . a . . . . 
teaeirat.\.on is aasociat~ vi th a relaxed state o·f mind and may 
I , • 1 1 
alao - be capable ~f -inhibit~ng- the fight or flight" re~po~_•e('!'-
Although infanta td ~m:-ll -children primari_ly use ·_th~~r ·. 
, ~ diaphra.CjiiiUI \,in< bre~~~ng, ma"y adults have 9~~ten out of the 
., , •, 
habit, ~rhapa due · to reluctance in ' let~ing the · abdomen 
...... · . 
"t , ·~· · · -...... . 
~· .;-
. . ' -· ~ , 
· .. '. 
. ·.. ' "• . ' .. • 
. ': .. ·, . 
., I ' . " 
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protr_ude. Tight . pants. ·. skirts /,(d. girdles aliso inhibit the 
fl 
ability· to breathe ·deeply and smoothly . . Some therapists feel 
that restr·icted diap~ragma~ic movement is due to bottling up · 
.. :,_-
emotions inside. Inde~d;"~ressing tmlotionf- is · associated 
with deep~rea~ing and -diaph~agmatic m~ve~ent as reflected ~y 
t~tatements such as "sigb . of · relief~ . ~'belly 'laugh" - and 




A major part of this program consists .of practicing .the 
breathing techniques which you will learn. :It must -be kept in 
I , 
mind that the ·way in which you_ breathe is a very deeply 
.ingrained habit. You breathe - approxill!ately..,.tw~nty-tvo . •. 
thousand times every day!, However. 
·.._ 
with consclous effort~ 
..... . 
daily practice and group support you will -be able to learn a 
.. 
more a~~ptive. relaxed' manneJ:" of respiratJ.on which .... wi.ll ~ ·. help 
. . . -.-· . 
·you reduce · general anxitrty and decrease the severity of your 
--
· respon~es- .to ., stressf1!1 situations. Look at your •dally 
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' \ . 
There are several things to keep in mind w~en practicing 
. ' .. 
. ·~ 





~ , I . . 
your./ br~at~i~~ rxercises: Don~ t worr{ i ~ th~ techniques I aee~ '. -4 ; 
\ ' . . 
awkward a_t ·tirst1, with pr.ac:tic:e they will ~become automatic.· 
~low a!"e 'ii .. t;d \om~ helpful · hi~ts whic~ you ~111 .f~nd use;~l. 
and _which s~ould be incorporated into your ~aily pr.actice. 
• • 
, 1 ·. The pi ace.. in~ which you practice your rel~atiorl 














, . ' 
,.,. '' 
· from all distrac;tions. I~ necessary put a sign . on . •. the door 
. , '_: ·. a~d... -_ ~nplug _the -pbone. ~u ·shou1dr ~Ty to .practice in · ~e -~~ ,,' 
• 
place and at th4!1. same times' 'each day. 
;. 
2. You , should ·not · ·practice 
... 
·. ·. c:igaret~e or coffee/tea/col!!· 
. ,.... 





I ... -. ..-- . . . 
~. Practice-ten to twenty minutes. twice ad~ • . 
.. ... ;;:t~ ... ! J'li j ' ' .. 
, . l ' J 
~ ·-
. ( - . /: .. ·II . 
... 
•• 
' -4! 4. Don'-t wear· reatric;:t_ing. garments . ( .. . " ·-
• I 't •'-
. .. ...... 
' 
• . 
5. The main object . is to transfer ·moat of your brtt.athing 
. ~ ; .,. ' ' • • '" • • I " . ' 
,, . t9 the abdomen, .. ao ·that . on qUiet. respiration moat of the ! . 
• • , ... I 
.·:movement talc~• pl~c~· 1~ ~·· ·~~~n ar:-d .vel _lit~• IDOvement 
of th• thorax (Cbiat) occurs. · ·Place. one hand o~·th• abdomen, 
~) · · ~~ton ~,·.~t.' When X~/liihale, the '.b.s1~ •. •houl~ . ;. ~ · , avel} into your. . hand .~her••• ~~ · hand o!" ~· &!!tea~ ahou'1,1'. ..···' I I I . I . ' ~/ '~ · ...J ill . . I '- · \ ' . 
.: ) . • . remain at . · ,. \ , .. 
:, • • \~ ~ l • ' ·' '~· \ . , . ·· 't• I • ' l I • : ( 
• \ • • I : 1 ) I' , ' . , · • • • • / ' • . I ' ·:·, . . I . ' ~ · 
I .' '. • \ l • ~ ' 'I ' j :• ' ' . ' .:· \ •; • ;: 
.: .. ,·::: ... ' . ' ' . '. ··;. ··. :\\• '> > ,.· .·: :·" ·. _ ,.,· ~ - ; : ' ... ... . . · _.'- ... ~ ,\-. ~ :· 
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.. slightly. ionger than inhalati_on. .. 'l'heri' ·should be: ~ . !t~1~f 
. . . . . . ... . 
'pause after ~alation~ 





, ... • ' J 
.. . . , . ,1, 
.'·· ·. 1·.. Exhalation sh'Fld . n~~~r . ~ forced. ~ ;~rel~" ,.tc, ~ · _ •· :~:~ 
yo!-1~•-~l·f :as you e)(bale .~ •• · • . · · .. . ,. • .. . , - ~ w .. ' . : •• • • ·.;~ 
:' .'a. ~or~ ·~n · t~hni~e- i1rst ~ . ~~~ ·\,ou .' hav~ tt.1/ ~o~ > . :, : ·<:: 
• • • • • • 0 
. . 
. pat, try - to· . t:lecr?eas,- your. rate ~eathin·g ~ .Ideal rate ·is 
• . . I"' . . .. . , 
.. 
differen~ for - ~vetyone bu~ _.sh~uid· btr_ around ei9ht_ brea~a - per 
. .. . ~ 
~nute .:. : · ~ " . ' 
,_ .~.. " . 
' . . : . ~ . . . ,. ) . . ' 
\ .. , 9. _: Qieck your -~~ng at . a_~l-. P.oa~ible ~-~rtun~tiu. · 
~u?hou~ .the,day. _ .Ch~~~Ar ~ave so:~ne ~~~for··1 y~u) -. ~or. : '- · . ~. 
unco_necJ.ou.• ' manner 1--: such -~ --1f:1~g •. 'alghinvnd •pl':'g 0 • :~ , ' : ···> 
.10. . Use ·th_~r technique. as a -coping atra~egy when er you · · 
beq11· t~ tee"l &n>fio~•· . or duri'..g ~- at .... ,rui,eitu~lori ~ • ~ 
l.i .- Aa you1 pr~~t.!ce , your exercJJJea ·y·ou may ~ind ~at ~ you' · · ; .. :1 
are · ei.th~r : :· carri~ ..• ~-~ ,bf you~. tho~_9hta ·C?!:~-  .;~ · ~-~i\~· ~ ··:. :. 
delibera'te ·~~teq)t. nc)t to think. It ia beat .to .. obaer've y~, 
~hougbt~ pa,aaiveiy··. and . ~ then tet-· th- : r·loa~ on .·bY. a~d-C)ently 
'r'ecsirect. you~ avarenes~ · to the · brea!hin.cijr~-.·~ · . .. : . • .. 
• • I 
•• • · . _ _  ··.
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Appendix .. H- · ._ ~ · · 
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. ------- ~ . '\' 
. . - . ' .1' . - . . - 1 
~ I " . • ~!En' ~~ TRAINING~~ (~) ./ '~ 
•\ ~ 'Anxi,ety _-nd-;~nsion ar~ an :~erent pa.6, ~'f ~1 Ying/ ~n 
. ..... . . \ 
_. .~today's_, · world .. Although it is_ ·neither. possibl.~ nor des~irable 
. . . . . . . 
\ , ' 
• 
'·· 
• to to~~fly get _r~d of th~~e·: fe~!1n?s, i1f. ~s po~~~lhe\ and ... , ; 
. .. · .desirci.bleo · ~-to ; decJo!ease th~'ir _ frequenCy and· intenslty . This. i .s · ":'~~< ~ 
. ~~ . "" 
. . . 
/ 
' . 
~specia\,lY true_, for · people. who. respo~d-to manY. situations. wit~.- _,.: , 
., . ' a . grea~ : d~a 1 0 f ~· a.~~l~t}/: .. imx·~e~ rea~tlons ~~re . ilso . kno;,rr ~a· . --~ . 
' ~ . . . \ 
the "fight _o~ _flight" I response~ .That· ~ir ·c;erta~n bodily 
changes. · OC~Ur · w~ich prepare :U~ .to deal (with '1danger~~s" or 
. . . . . . . . . ' ,. 
stressful situations by either fighting or · running away as 
. ' . . ' . 
.·. fast as 4 we can. As most of- _us have experienced,_ duriQg this 
. ' 
response. pur heart's pound, o~r ,pai~ sweat and in ·ger14!'ral, . we 
' 
: feel a · s~_nse. of very · high 'arol,isal or p~nic. ''This is an 
. j 
·"adaptive" response as · it enabled our· cavemen ancestors~ to· ~ 
.. I 
' ef,fectiv~:ly .. d~al ·.with. life-t:hreatening ;situations: However: 
' tf '" , •I ' - - - --- ~ - - • 
-!-·~ our eyeryday iives _we rar.ely have ~he opport~nity to f~ght 
. ~ . ,' .· 
_,, back - 1~ or . rc.~· 'away from s'tr_essful · situations. Rather we 
·· 1. .·often m~t p-;.e~ t~ remain calm:; coo~\ . andJ:co. ~ee_t~d whil~ 
inside we are ehur~g . wi~h emotion althQugh able to act to 
~expel thi~ pent-u~ ~n~~gy-. -._ ~ !his 1~ no ~niy · _ ~ ~ery 
... , _ ·1. • 
~· . uncomfortable state to be -in-, it may' be dan'qeroue as . well as 
. ......... ' . ...... ' -~~. cau~es al~t 0 f wear an~ . tear em the body, ' esp~cial'l y 1 f 1 t 
' 
· . happens frequen~ly. ibis stress response tnay ~ead to: a wi~e 
. ' 
. variety of disorder·s ln~lud1ng ulcers, higl} b~ood ·pressure and 
. , card1&9 . trouble. 
. . 
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: '. / Pa~~a~ ·-.-·· -. --0. 
~ two-thirds o.Mh~ office ~i~its ,to family-:doctbrs are prompted 
- {~ ' 
'·, • . --y I · . '· 
• - . ·- - I I --
'by· _llt~ess-r-elated · SYmPtoms. _ < · . 
, Possibly one of the easiesJand ~st ~ffective technfqu~~ 
. '" 
, 
• • " f. • • ' • ' I t • ~ 
--...: of stre~s management is to sill;)ly identify a , -keep · track of. · 
. . . . \ 
,stre~~=promotlnq sit1,\a~ons and note how ·--we react to \ them. 
~co~inq . -aw~~e o~- ~hese· ~ituation~ -is · t~-.irst step in ~ 
~v~rc.~minq their impact .. . When you know situations_. are 
st~essful·~·- you in~re~~ your motivation to do something ab~t .. .' - .: 
how you react 1 ~o . them. ·~Qw we deal w~ ~hese .situ~tlon&,_ the~  
-, ' \ I \ 
depends both'', on ' the situat·ion itself . apd our. own co,Etr:t~ 
. I . . I e. t • 




· are virt\ial~y 
. . . ""' ~ma_cjinatJ.ve mind :,< · \ 
complex,· ·but ·uhere~ 
. . · . ;--· 
a~le · ·· t~ the 
. People with an anxious·· ·pe~sonality suffer . from. anxiety t .o 
/ ' a fa~ weater exte~t tha~ oth~~Pe~;le because their- re~~tion 
to stre~s . resul ta . in a fori-. of~~ which ·ae~ •. t .o .·: 
perpetuate i~self-. ,_ In so-~alled normal indiv-iduals, the (ight - · 
'or flight response sUbsides· soon after ·. th~tresso~ ·is-
' . \ ' . ·! i . .~ ..... 1 1 removed. Ho,.,ever, anxio.us. pe~sons ,.~te~d .. to have a more ·severe 
• . ' . . I ~ ~~ . ' 
form of anxiety reaction- whl:ch ·may ·p,ose a weater threat to-. 
\ 
their health and well-beinq. The anxious · individual suffers 
~ 
from· ar;t . anxiety "feedback·-:'J.oop" that perpetuates the.· anxiety 
- ·reaction. · Any arousal · ; response .to. some . s~ressor can 
• • , IJ • ' · • ,. 
~yentually become. a stressor itself and' in .. turn cause further 
.! 
' · ' . 
. . -.. ; ' . 
~rou~al-.,_ ,·!aeieally- -this feedback 'is cognitive, . ~n the form of 
. ' , ··~oughts concern~ng the nature of the stressor ; and ·p~ssible 
I ., / ·, , t!} , ~ 
~utcomea. These fear .laden thouqhts the~elvea may b~inq ora. 
" . . 
-
. . ' . ' .. ,. 
-.t· · ' f,~ . :k,·· ... ~ -:--.: =.' ·:;··: .. .... ; .. \~_ .. ..,s ·.~ · - - ~·· ~ · .. - I ' • ' ' 
" f ~.o..•':, t. • ~-' .. •t'',, " ;:.:"T' } , . • I ~ ' i - I • , 1 '. • .. '; :' .. ~' ; .. . ' 
-;,. 
I 
" . I I, 
' ., .. -
' ~J I ' o I 
••• r ' 
I ~· 
... ·: , .. · ... 
:.::··~-:-:--:-- ..:.._.' ' • . , : ·~ ~·-; r, .' . ,· ~ . - ... ·· .~ --.:.:.· ~- • , . ; •' ,· • 
.· 
' :.. ') I • : 




• ~ ~age. ~ 
' ~ . . . . 
. ' . ' ' ~ ... 
he fight ·or fliqht ' response ... . ~~ examples . of this type . of 
'. 
thinking are' "catastropbfz~nlglf 1 where one ~hinl<s of· the wo.rst 
. 1/ . • . . ' 
possible outcome o~ a situation, and "reliying"·, where- one 
• 
. . ~ .. 
. thi~ks ' . ~~.situation over· · and over again, each time 
~~- experiencing an anxiety r-eaction. 




' . ~ we. can see th,en, ·our personality, the llay we .. P~rceive 
• .. • ~ • l • .. fi 
evaluate ·-information· has a·~o~ to · do with how w~ ; react to • and 
"'- . - , ·- situation's'; . Few events are innately stressful, ' but 'we . ·make 
\ · · them st:r;·essful· by ~he 'way in .. which we· perceiv~ ~hem. A person \ 
. . . . · ____ m~i ter t~~~e st~e~s.-causin·g atti tud~s ~Y ~ir~t --becoming· 
~- . -~-. ' ' . ~ . 
' ' · , · 1 ·aware of them and then working to change them. Th.iS. .is known 
-- -- ~ 
\ 
a~ personality. ·engineering. 
. : ' -.. · 
" _Finally, learning · to relax .is ~n important comp~~ent of.;_.-
anxiety.'"' management. Relaxation ·has been- shown to produce a 
~ . - : . 
lasting- ~eduction in stress-related.symptoms if practiced for 
. 
-·· ten to· twenty minutes twice a day. Relaxation ~ecreas~s 
physical arousal to stressors: There a~e many ways to· relax I 
but -each m~hod has in common removin~ourself from all 
II 
sources of d~sturbance and just sitting quietly. No specific 
technique has been proven · to be supe~ior. _ Many people · are\ 
. 
unco~fortaple with quietness, " having 'been bombarded with 
.. - . . 
stimulati~n every waking minutel(;t ,their lives. ' They have n~t: 
• • ·(I 
~· · 
I . . . "' 
learned how to just sit back and .relax. ' The :beat vaY'to .relax 
. r 
is just .. to· let · it ·happen at its ·Own pace, maintaining a • 
... 
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·--.--- _. 4 In !1.ummary then, this progf_am ·is · aimed ~helping you.--:·· 
deal wi,th- tension and anxiety by using three effective 
.· ...... 
-, techniqu.~-; keeping track .o~ .. ~nxiety-arousing s~tuations, 
group • disc~]si ~·· --:nd le,rni~g to _relax. , ~ach techniqu~ wi.ll 
require ·some e fort on your par~, pu!._!-ook at 1 t ·as a· gift to · '· 
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A:NXIETY MANAGEMENT TRAINING.· CONTRACT 
__...). .. ~: As a requirement for admission to .the Anxiety Management ' 





.. . . 
I .will attend all three therapy sessions. --
' . 
I will do the homework assignments t~ the pest .of · 
. Tltf· ability ~ ,; ·· 








~ · .3. · r wil~ complete ~ny ~estionnaire · given to 
my progress. -· 
\ 
I 
measure~- _, . 
. -~-.
. ' 
4. I will _. undergo two "stress-tests". . \ 
5. 
' . ~~ 
I Will depo~it $10.00, refu~dable upon comp~~tl~n 
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HOMEWORK . CONTMCT 
--
• ! ..  
I, agree to 
,, 
. ; 20 minu~es two times per day . 
p~acti_ce relaxi.nq · f~r ·10 
I will practic~: 
(place) at 
· each :day. 







In~addition, I will keep~ a . d~ary when - ~nd ~here I feel 
·- -anxious and how I :deal with othe situation. . ~:-
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HOMEWORK CONTRACT 
I, agree to .pr·actice/ llly breathing 
_technique~·-ror 10 to 
practice 
20 min""'te~ t,.,o times per.. day. x-will 
\ 
(place) at and 
(times) -e~ch ;ay. 
In. additio~ I will keep a diary of where I am 
' ' 
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~. l r. 
~ Rel.axati~ll~ 
E~ercise .. 




Day 1 . Day 2_: _ 
I 




I ' I I 








Day 5 D~y 6 Day 
I -r I < 
Day · l3 _Day 14 Day 
•, 











Day 1 Day ~ Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 .,Qay 6 - . l)~y 7 Day 
I I _ t I 1 F t I I I I l . llt-J, 
Day 9 Day 10-. Day 11 Day 12 
- . D~y 14 --_,- Dlly 1"5 _ - Day Day 13 
~ . . : . '-:.::: 




~ \. ~SSIGNMEWr. COMPLET~ON C~AR'T; ~ ·== - :7'-~ 
Place ~ star (*) in the appropriate -box each time you eractice 
your relaxation exe·rcise (twice a day) ·-and: each time you fill 
out your Anxiety Dlary· (af least once _a day)~. _ _ ._ 
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INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEET. \ I ~ 
·-·\ I 
Phone \number: ·----
. \ . . I 
-· \- -. .f1a~e;. Femal~ \ ._ :'· . .· · 
. ; "... ,. :,. / ' 
-. .' ' . {- . ' . " \: - . 






taking .. : Type : '· ·. · . d \ ~. / Dose : .. : 
.,_ " ' ~ --. I· . ---.,.....-
. --.\ ~~ 
. ~'f' ~- • 
. ., -. . . - , . .I 
. - ~ Do .you ·:~mok~ ~iga·l~tt~~? . .. -Y~~: -: : . ;;. No: 
:-~: ,, : . i : ·~~\ .' '\ j -, ,. ·, "-.. . 
• ' ,, · • n ...., ~ 
. , ' 
\ . :I .. I .' " · . 
I!. so, 
• 
,, .. '~ how: ·· ~~ny d~ .you s~9ke pe~ ,~1 .. ,Y..~ ' ~·· ' . \ . 
.,'··>Have you ever had any experience with ·formal relaxation 
,. ' . . f · · I 
"~. 1 · tr'~in'l.ng, ~o~a,_ meditation \ or natural childbirth? 
\• 
If so, describe: ------~'----------~-
. I \ • , , 
Do you have any heart or respir 
~ I , 
I 
\ 
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/ ·Have you taken any major tranquilizel"S in 




Have youever been treated .. for'\anxiety problems? 
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_Appendix M 
Instructions ~ Btress~f:eats 
Pretreatment and. p_s;l!Jij;~::.-.~Eltlltlt. control grgyp 
~ I 
instructions·. "Soon you will a soft tone ·fr~ the 
I 
I I . ' 
speakers placed behind your hea . This. is a warning .. signal-. 
. . .... ... ~ . 
Somettme after this tone you will a~ a very loud, ·piercinq 
I ~ 
burst of noise. P~ease try .to remain 
. _ / as possible." I .. 
l!osttx:gaJ;ment E!XPI!Timtmta/;iogp 1;;-b,.ct111DI· "So~n you 
' 
• 
will hear a soft tone from 
head.. This . is a warninq si 
speakers placed ~:t'iind your . 
-· 
. . 











remain as calm and relax/ d as po~sibl~ by requlating ·y9ur / 
. ' 
breathinq .. the way you ;ave been taught. Remember, keep .J. t 
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Analysis , Q! Yariance Tables 
Onewal anallis of variance between groups 





Two (group) by two (session) repeated mea~ures . 
analysis of varianc.e on self;..report variables 
. using se~ential sum of squares . < • •• 
. I . 
3. ---Two (gro!p) by ~hre~ -.. -~~r~od).- repe~te4~as~res · 
analysis of variance on session one measures of -~ 






Oneway analys'is of varianc_e between _groups qn 
initia} mea~ures of physiological r-eactivity ~ 
. / . / . . , . . 
Two Awoup) by two (session) by 'three (period) 
~epeated measures analysis o~variance·on 
/measures of tonic 'physiol'O'§l(:al activity : · 
/ 
TWo (9rouP) . by two (session) repea~ed .measures 
anallsis ·of variance on measur~ f · 
phys ological -reactivity usin~aequential 
sum of· squares . · 
. 
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O~rl ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS ON 'IN~TIAL 
· S -REPORT AND DEMOGRAPHIC. MEASURES. · 
_..,:. __ ------------------- ~--·-·--- _______ ..; ------- --·-~- ______ .:.--
EDUCATION :•(YEARS) . ~ 










. AGE.· , . I . • 
Source of V~iation .· S.S. 
BETWEEN GROUPS 93. 39 
'WITHIN GROUPS · 707 .11 
TOTAL 800.50 
·NUMBER oF crcAtu:TTEs· PER oAY· 
Source of Variation · · S :s. 
BETWEEN GROUPS 133.39 
··WITHIN GROUPS • . 4944. 89 
· · TOTAL 5078 . 28 
. I 
IPAT . . . 
· Sour.-ce of Var i~tion S. s. 
BETWEEN GROUPS ) 1;_ 256.89 WITIIIN GROUPS \ 1540.89 
TOTAL. . l797. 78 . 
. ' 
DE' . M~S. 
1 2.72 







· OF ·.. M· S 
1. '133=·39 
16 309 .06 
17 . 




1 . SOMATIC INVENTORY'.· 
Sour-c~ of Variation 
BETWEEN GROUPS 
WITHI·N GROUPS · · 
TOTAL 
S • S • . DE' . M.S. . 
22.22 ~ 22.22 . 
7897. 7ft'- . 16 493. 61:" . 
79 20. 00 . . 17 . 
STATE -TRAIT ANXIETYi INVENTORY 
Source of Variation s.s . 
'BETWEEN GROUPS 76 :06 
WITHIN GROUPS · . 1230.44 · 




J (PRESTRESS) · 
_;_Source ' ·of Var Sation l -s. S. 
· ei~~~~~ · 1~i:~i 
. . 
(A:-STATE) 
OF . M.S. · 
. ' 1 " 76.06 






r . M;S. 
14.94 
8.91 
~AL . ) - .t . · .• ~57 .56 
ANXIETY .SCALE (POS'l'RELAXATIPN) . 
Source· of· Variation S.S. OF M.S. 
BETWEEN GROUPS.. _..- 9 .'·24 1 - . 9. 24 
F F .PRQB. 
" 
.41 .532 . 
i 
·--
F F PROB • 
. 2.11,...... .165 
F 
. . 43 
·F.-


















. . . 
F PROs ~ . 
. 335 
'F PROB . . • 
. : 214 












. t . • · 
• • 
__:.- . . 
. . . . 
, 
-· 
WITHIN GROUPS . 165.14 16 x-1/J·. 32 
.. , TOTAL 174.39 17N'tf t~> •• - .. : 
FEAR QUESTIONNAIRE (TOTAL PHOBIA) 
Source o! Variation · S. S. · DF 
BETWEEN" CROUPS . 555. 56 · 1 · 
WITH7N GROUPS • 6218.89 16 





·~ · ·~ . 
• 
·-- . M.S. F 
555 .56 .. ·.1.43 . 
388.68 .. ' 
• to 
F PROB. 
. : 249 · 
F 





· ;., .. ·:;,· ::.· ~ ··,~ · . .' .. · .. : . . : :.· ~ .':·.' · .. · :· , ;_ .. · , ·1.' : : •. • • 
:. '" <;-~. ~' . "·:- J - .. • -. ' • •• , • , . \!. ... ' . 
~!~:· ,' • . r ., .. ·~ 
. . 
.'' , ·, 0 
. ' I' 
: ,. \ . 









FEAR QUESTIONNAIRE . (ANJGIE'fi'-D~RESS~ON) •· 
'.it.. ' . So~rce of Variation .S.S. DF .M.S. 
K'" . BETWEEN . GROUPS 107 . 56 1 107 . 56 
.. 
F F PROB . 
1.92 . 185 
. ~~~-~ WJ'IHIN CR~$ . 896 .89 · 16 56 .06 
• .ft TOTAL . · · 1004. 44 17 
. r.r . . 
t • t •· FEAR QUESTIONNAIRE . (MAiN PHOBIA) . 
.source of Variation s .s. bF -- M. S . 
·.· 
F ·F PROB_._ 
BETWEEN CROUPS 16.06 1 1~. 06 
-: WITHIN CROUPS · 40. 89. 16 2}56 
TOTAL · .56 . 94 17 
6 . 28 .023 
FWSTIONNAIRE (GLoBAL PHOijiA~ 
Sour f ·~iation · S.S. PF M.S . . · · F F PROB. 
BE EN GR S . 6. 72 · 1 6. 72 .1. 77 . 202 
GROUPS ·, . · 60.89 .16 ·3 .81 
TOTAL, . . • _- 67.~1 .· 17 . . -----------------------~----------------------------------
. TWO . (CROUP) BY· TWO (SESSION) REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS ' 
· OF ·VARlANCE· ON SELF~REPORT VARIABLES USING SEQUENTIAL 
,.. ~ OF.SQUARES.. · • ,. . 
. . ) f 
IPAT> . 
· · Source o.f Variation · 
·- WITHIN CELLS ~ · 
s ;s . DF ~M.S. 
342.78 16 . 21.42 
SESSION · 
· -GROUP BY SESSION 
' 61 .- 36 1 61.-36 
. 51.36 . 1 51.36 
Sa-!ATIC INVtN'rORY 
Source ~ Variation ·s.s: · DF M.S. 
WITHIN c£LL·s . 1972.89 . _ -..16 . . 123. 31 
SESSION 49.00 1 49.00 
· -:GR~ ~y ~ESSION - ·"'-l-067 .-1,.1 · 1· 1067 .1~ 
STATE. ANXIETY SCALE 
,Source of -Variation 
WI'IHIN .CELLS 
DF M. S . 
16 '.151.51 
. F; . F PROB . 
\J~ 
2·.86 ·.110 
2 . 39 . .141 
~ 
F F PROB. 




F. f PROB. 
I SESSioN .. 
GROUP BY SESSION 
s.s . 
~424 . 22 
23Qi , OO 
277.78 
1 2304.00 15.21 .001 
1 . 277. 78 . 1.. 83 ' . 195 
. . 
ANXIETY. SCALE (PRESTRESS) 
\ Source of Variation S. S. 
. • . WITHIN CELLS . 108. 77 
DF M.S. F F PROB. 
16 6.80 .. -· 
. · SESSION . · 252 . 28 1 252 . 28 37 .11 . • 000 
· . .,. 4GaOUP BY S~~SION . 33.45 1 33 . 45 4 •. 92 .041 
• . ANXIE'lY 1SCALE (~STRELAXATION) 
. Source of Variation s·.s . -
WITHIN CELLS . - 36.11 
SESSION 185 .87 
. GROOP BY SESSION . ~. 60 
. .l. • 
.... DF M.s· • F F P~OB. 
16 2 , 26 
1 185 . 87 82.35 0.000 
1 , 5.60 2.48 ·.135 








FEAR .QUESTIO~RE (TOTAL PHOBIA SCALE) . 
Source ot-Variation S.S. DF M.S. 
; .. WI'l'HIN CELLS 1371. 22 16 85. 70 
F F PROB . . 
• . . 
. ~.... I . ~· . ; . ;_ ~"' . • ~ . ' "" 
I f' ' ~ ,. : ' '" ' 
'i\ . • 
. , .\ 
. . 
.  -
. ,• ~ 
~ 
.... " 
--; .- 7..,' .. • ' "', :. •  ,·, ~· ....... .', , • .,. ' I ' ' 
. ·f ~ - ' •, • r' o. ' • ' • ~ ~ : ," ' l ' rl • ' f ' ' l \t! : •1;' 1, :" ,:, ' ~·, ' .:' ,; • ·~ • '' I ,. . .. . . .. : ' ~ .... 1 • •• • • • • • .. - ' ' 
... .. 
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. . . 
'\. . 
SESSION 
GROUP BY SESSION 
2177.78 1 2177.78 25.41 .000 
.· .. 9.00.. 1 . 9.00 .10 ',750 
~ ·FEAR QUESTIONNAIRE · (ANXIETY-DEPRESSION SCALE) 
Source ·of Variation S.S. OF M.S. · F F PROB . 
WITHIN CELLS 402 . 44 16 25 .15 
SESSION· . :711.11 1 711.11 28.27 .000 
GROUP BY· SESSION . 44 1 . . 44 . 02 . 896 
' . 
FEAR QUESTIONNAIRE (MAIN PHOBIA SCALE) 























FEAR . QuEstiONNAIRE (GLOBAL PHOBIA SCALE) 
·Source ·of Variation S.S. · . OF M.S .. 
WITHIN CELLS . : 
SESSION , · · 










F F PROB. 
3.13 .097 
1.92 .186 . 
2.53 .113 
--
F F PROB. 
17.45 . .001 . 
2.96 .105 
-------------------------------------~------------------1 .. • • 0 - ' 
. TWO (GROUP) BY THREE (PERIOD)' REPEA'PED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF 
. . • VARIANCE· ON SESSION ONE MEAsuRES OF TONIC J;.»HYSIOLOGICAI,/ 
-ACTIVI'fi . : ·.· . . 
. ·:f~. ' 
RESPIRATION lfATE 
u Source of Variation s:s. ~ OF 




0 . 141 
ERROR 1661 . 63 16 










0:111 ·PERIOD BY GROUP 21 .81· 2 
... £RR.OR 147. 93 32 
THORACIC RESPIRATIOk DEPTH . 
· Source of Variation · ... ·S~S.· OF 
GROUP . . - 173.24 1 
ERROR 440·.07 16 
PERIOD ' 7. 69, 2 
PERIOD BY GROUP ~ 8.44 2 
ERROR . .65 . 65 32 
·ABDOMINAL RESPIRATION DEPTH 
Souroe.of Variation s.s. OF 
cawP . \ ·. 
56.39 · 1 
ERROR 233,'67 16 
PERIOD . · 4.35 2 
~~o BY . pUP 5.i2 2 
.. 










M •. s. 
56.39 









. 1'.87 . 0.169 
2.06. 0.144 
F F ;PROB. 
. 3.86 0.067 
2.35 0.111 
2 .'76 0 .078 
. a . 
-·-·· .. / PEAK HEART RATE . Source~ of Variation s.s. ·OF M.S. F F PRPB. 
~ · GROUP 377.73 1 377.73 0.75 0 . 399 
/ 





' ""' · · 







.. ~ ' 
. ·' " 
· ... 
"' , .






.· ,"1 · 







/ - ~ 
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Page 103 
ERR at 8063.16 
PERIOD. 61.68 . 
PERIOD BY CROUP 12.24· 
-ERROR. 224.23 
~ 
LOW HEART RATE 
Source of Variation s.s. 
GROUP 105: 45 
ERROR 8249.39 
PERIOD . 54.77 
PERIOD BY CROUP 28.57 
ERROR 227 . -~4 
NUMBER OF SPONTANEOUS sets 





























· ·_' GROUP 3.63 1 3.63 . 0.15 o. 702. 
"'\ 
ERROR I 383.18 " 16 23:95 PER.IQD . 12.48 2 6.24 1.07 0.354 
PERIOD BY GROUP 5.81 • 2 • 2.91 0.50 0.612'• 
. ERROR 166.37 32 5.82 
• 
. ---------------------------~~~-----------------------------ONEWAY ANALYSIS OF 'VARIANCE. BETwEEN GROUPS ON INITIAL 
MEASURES OF PHYSIO~ICAL ~CTIVITY. 




Source of Variation . . s.s. OF ' M.S. 
BETWEEN GROUPS 80.22 1 80.22 
WI'lHIN GROUPS . ., 1248.22 16 78.01. 
'1'0TAEF 1328.44 17 
HEART RATE DECELERATION 
Source· o-f-Variation s.s. DF M.S. 
BETWEEN GROUPS 34.72 1 34.72 
WITHIN GROUPS 510.22 16. 31.89 
TOTAL .544 . 94 17 ,_. 
SKIN CONDUCTANCE RESPONSE (AMPLITUDE) . 





' •, ' 
. 74 1 . 74 
3.62 16 ,: . . 23 
4 i 36 . 17 
. 
F F PROB • 
1.03 .326 
F F PROB. 
1 .. 09 .312 
F F -PROB. 
3.30 .088. 
.. ..... 'II 
SKIN CONDUCTANCE RESPONSE (RECOVERY TIME) 
Source of Variation S.S. · OF M.S. F F PROB. 
BETWEEN GROUPS 4.11 1 4.li · 5.11 .038 
·WITHIN GROUPS 12.87 16 . . .80 
'roTAL 16 .. 98 17 ·' . 
' I . • 
---~-----------------------------------------------------TWO (GROUP) BY TWO (SESSION) BY THRE~ (PERIOD) ·· REPEATEb 
.MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARlANCE ON MEASURES OF TONIC · . 
· PHYSIOLOGICAL Ar:J:IVIT'i • . 
. ~ . 
RESPIRATION RATE , 
Source of Variation s.s. OF ___ M.s: F F PROB. · 
MEAN · 51134.26 1 · 51134.26 308.43 0.00 
· CROUP . 1696.15 1 1696.15 10.23 0.00 














. ;- ·~ . 





· , ... ·.· 
' 
' i 
1' '. :. : 
- -. 
' --. 








ERRoR 2652.59 16 165.79 
SESSION 1240."33 1 ' 1240.33 53.88 0.00 
, . SXG 355.70 1 / 355.-70 15.45 0.00 
ERROR 368.29 16 23.02 
PERIOD 6.13 2 3.06 0.44- 0.65 
PXG 13.02 2' 6.51 0.93 0.40 
ERROR ?'23.85 32 6.99 
SXP 5.06 2 2.53 0.63 0.54 
SXPXG .10.91 2 5\45 1.;Y7 0.27 
/ ERROR 127.70 ... 32 3.99 
I 'IHORACIC RESPIRATION DEP'IH 
Source of Vari~tipn s.s. DF M.S .. F F PROB. 
MEAN 'v 7036.39 1 7036,'39 158.96 0.00 CROUP 212.86 . 1 212.86 . - 4.81 0.04 . 
ERROR 708.24 16 4~.26 
SESSION , _.....- 38.26 1 38.26 2 . 35 0.14 
SXG 35.09 1 35.d9 2.16 0.16 
ERROR 260.19 16 16.,26 
.. 
' 
' ~ • : l, ~ 
-: 3. 47 0.04 ' PER--~ ' 11.62 2 5.81 
PXG ~~ ... ., ' 9.73 2 4.86 2."91 0.07 
ERROR ~· 53.53 32 . 1.67 . . 
"'-., _,· .. 
.. sXP 3.05 ' 2 1.53 0.87 0.43 SXPXG . 1.62 2 0.81 0.46 0.63 
ERROR 55.93 ·3~ 1.75 ' 
. . 
------~-------~----------~------------------------------ANALYSIS .oF COVARIANCE ON SESSION TWO THORACIC DEPTH 
MEASURES WITH SESSic;>N ONE SCORES AS COVARIATES . 
Source- of- vartation · -s ~ s. OF 
. CROUP· 1.32 1· · 
. COVARIATE , · 95.15 1 
ERROR . ' .. 471.85 '15 
PERIOD I 6.54 · 2 
PERlOD ·ay CROUP 2.07 2 . 
COVARIA'tE 0.01 1 
ERROR 44.42 31 
ABDOMINAL RESPIRATION DEP'IH 
Source of Variation S.S. or-
MEAN' 1638.55 . 1 
GRoUP 183 . 33 1. 
ERROR ~ · 246.73 16 
' M.S. F F PROB. 
1.32 0.04 0.840 . 
95.15 3.02 0.102 • 
31.46 
3.27 2.28 0.1.19 
1.03 '• 0.72 0.494 
0.01' 0.01 0.-926 
1.43 
.. 
M.S. · F F PROB. 
1638 . 55 106 . 26 . 0. 00 
• 183.33 ' 11.89 o.oo 






20.69 '1 20 '.6~ 
8.53 ' 
7'.54 
2.75 0 . 12 .' . 
8.53 1 
120.57 16 
1.13 0,30 '~. I 
PF;RIOD 1.42 2 
', 
... ... .. ,, .. , 
.. .., 















0.51 . -~ -
.:.-. 






' ' - : 
. . ·. 
· - 1:' ' . .. 
I 
' . -~ - ,.. .. ~ . •' t · :: l • • ... ~ ,' J \, ,• • • • ... ~1 
.. 
.. l .l 
.t.:.:: 
. · t' ,, 













_ _  .. -
... 
• ' o n 


















· 1 .42 
0.75 
M.S. ~ce of Variation S.S. 
• • I 471554 o 80 .1 471554.80 
GROUP 0.90 1 0.90' 
ERR~ 11627.05 , 16 726.69 
. ' 
SESSION 1960.11 1 :J-960.11 
SXG . ·184.19 . 1· 184.19 
ERROR 8221.85 . 16 513.87 
• PERIOD '~ 8.02 . 2'- P' 4.01 









3.81 0.07 . 
0.36 0.56 
-· 
o. 7.3 0.49 
.. 5 .. 64 0.01 
;_ .- ERROR 176'.26 32 5 .51 
/, 
. SXP 58.30 2 ~9.15 7.15 0.00 SXPX& · 1.05 2 · 0.53 0.13 0 .88 
ERROR 130.54 32 4.08 
PEAK HEART RATE 
Source·of.Variation s.s. DF M.S. F F PROB. 
MEAN 670017.61 1 670017.61 887.69 0.00 
GROUP 329 ."00 1 329.00 0.44 ' 0.52 
·ERROR 12076 .59 16 754.79 ,. 
SES~ION 1865.51 1 1865.51 5.07 0.04 
SXG ·87.37 1 - 87.37 0.24 0.~- --
ERROR 5888.47 16 368.03 
PERIOD 
___.-: 
57.28 2 . 28.64 ' 4.55 0.02 
PXG 33:89 2 16.94 2.69 0.08 
ERROR 201.59 ·32 6.30 
SXP 16.60 2 8.30 1.36 0.27 
Slq>XG . 0 . 79 3~ I 0.39 0.06 0.94 ERROR 195.35 6.10 ) 
SPONTANEOUS·SKIN. CONDUCTANCE RESPONSES 
















\ . 8. 33 •-1 
• ...2-73 ~ 61- - 16 
15.80 2 
3 . 35 2 
166'.18 32 
\ 6.~2 . '2 
I 
\ I 
M.S . F F PROB. 
. 2966.26 86.57 ·0.00 
31.15 0.91 0.35 
34 . 27 
176.33' 10.31 0.00 
8 . 33 . 0 . 49 0 .. 49 
17.10 
7 . 90 1 . 52 0 . 24 . 
1 . 68 . . 0. 32 0. 73 
5.19 . 





·• :..::... ~. ·;··· ·:.;~\·.~:; .... . ~!) .)'_' . :~ •. ·. J <;. . ;(;·:r :::· .:i;.:' ~~~ ~ ~ .; . : .. "·.: .. ~: ·.:';f".it; .... · .~ .- -~·.~, ·' :}:; 7: :f ... : . ' '-~- ~· ;.'·. -~·~: •. i ' • I~;.' :,. .: ,.,: .• • • ~I J'; >: • •• ,fj ' . ' . . . ·: ':" '. ~ 'I' .. "" t_.: .·, -·:- ~ . • ····l·,"' ; · .. _. ,....; .....- ':1' .J 
,-
• 
• -· I 





- -3.17 2 . 
104.78 32 
0.48 ·t> . 62 
--------------------------------------------------------TWO (GROUP} BY· TWO (SESSION} REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE ON MEASURES OF PHYS-IOLOGICAL REACTIVITY' . 
USING SEQUENTIAL SUM OF SQUARES. . ., 
HEART RATE ACCELERATION 
Source of Variation s .s. OF ,M.S. F F PROS. 
WITHIN CELLS 746.11 16 46.63 
SESSION 87 . 11 l . 87.11 • 1.87 .191 
GROUP BY SESSION ,58.]~ 1 S8 . 78 1.26 . 278 
HEART RATE OECELERATIOl!s · 
. 
Source of Variation .S. ·OF M.S. F F PROS. 
WITHIN C£Ll,S .477.89 16 29.87 ( SESSION 215.11 1 215 . 11 7.20 .016 








·SKIN CONDUCTANCE 'RESPONSE (AMai'l'UDE) 
Source of Variation ·S . Sf. · OF M~ S • F 
WITHIN CELLS 2 .116 ·16 . 13 . · ·· 
SESSION _ ! .\J.7 1 .17 .1.29 .273 




GROUP BY 'SESSION . ,:0~ 1 .01 . • OS . 820 .. . 
SKIN CONDUcTANCE RE5tJ<;)NS; (RECOVERY TIME·) 
Source of Variation \ s·.s. DF M.S. F F · ~ROJ~L 
WITHIN· CELLS ' . ! 7 • .84 . 16 7 • 84 0~.-03· O. SSS. . · SESSION ' I 0.11 1 0 . 11 
GROUP BY SESSION . ·. ' 0.00 1 0.004 0~. 0.971 -
ANALYSIS OF OOVARIANC~)ON . SESSION TWO SCR REOOVERY ,~IME 
·sCOR;~ WI'lH SESSION/ ONE SCORES ~ THE COVARIATE1• •. ''\. · 













· .. / 
·, 
. ' ' 
6 . 29 
·3.27 
5 .02 




~.52 · . . . 823 
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